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Students will bear much
of'Spanos'financial burden
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Rocker Greg Kihn and his
band are set to appear at
UOP
(See page 7)
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It won't be official until the
January meeting of the UOP Board
of Regents, but all indication*1 are
that both the Spanos Center capital
and operational costs will have a
three-fold price tag for students star
ting the 1982-83 academic year.
Both acting University President
Clifford Hand and ASUOP President
Joe Hartley have indicated that the
Regents will probably vote for a yearly
Spanos Center fee, a season ticket

charge for students who wish to at
tend athletic events, ar ;1 an $1800 or
10% fee for student sponsored events
in the center.
The $1,800 or percentage charge
for student events seems to have been
decided already. President Hand
stated that he will wait for the report
of the Spanos Center Committee he
created, but the issue of the student
charge to use the center for events
was "resolved." In fact, ASUOP is
paying $1800 to use the Center for the
homecoming dance.

The idea of season tickets is also
inevitable. Dr. Hand is "profoundly
for" a "reasonably priced com
prehensive athletic ticket."
Finally, in the area of a yearly
fee, Dr. Hand stated that the Board
of Regents have told him that the
Spanos Center "is seen as a facility
serving student needs, and students
should contribute." Dr. Hand said
the Regents feel the fee would
"follow the pattern" established by
the University Center fee.

Homecoming '81 festivities scheduled
By Rick Haka
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Valuation team will visit
week ic -,nr» r»f Pacific's
Ifl|10" for reaffirmation of ac!? oii.

|Th,'^Accreditry

Commission for
t-olleges ancj Universities of
ern Association of Schools
Coii
eges requires a comprehenSe.f
-study by each university
5 accreditation, or reaffir01 its accreditation, as well as
V an evaluation team. This
^prised of faculty and adIVe staff carefully selected
oth
ft, ^colleces and universities.
^''^-member team, headed by
Ry ol San Diego Picsident
trVe u8hes, will investigate and
\es ttle performance of all
a
u "d academic departments
fistrv ('"eluding the School of
*)
and McGeorge School of
iTh
JCW*SC team will speak with
%' Acuity, staff and adVia0rs. in their visit.
The
H in !1XV''' a'<!0 include research
Si partrnents of the library,
physical tesources,
^tin,, resources and special
C"pr°8rams.
Vf,P,resident Cliff Hand had
Sisc " message to give to
\ fir..0rnrnunity members.
v ' Hand desires that the
can "talk to a wide
y
> 01 students, faculty and
rea,,y

want them to get a feel

ot the CP "1**'" community," Hand
stated. "It is important tor the com
munity to be nearu.
Second, Hand emphasized that
he wants the campus community to
understand the process of the in
vestigation and to feel a part of it.
"This is not solely a Good
Housekeeping seal of approval.
Hand said." The outcome should
identify things we want to do to im
prove/and a plan of action for doing
it " he noted.
.
The WASC study is required
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Staff Writer

Spirit surrounding Pacific's 1981
Homecoming Festivities is high, as
the Tigers prepare to maul the
Bulldogs of Cal State Fullerton in
UOP's 57th annual homecoming
football game, to be held tomorrow,
Halloween day, at 2 p.m.
These high spirits can be found
both on campus and in the com
munity, as the count-down begins
towards
several
Homecoming
Festivities planned. Events include
the Friday-night-before-the-game
bonfire; the Homecoming Day
Parade Saturday morning; and the s
Homecoming game Saturday after- I
noon; followed by a 50's sock-hop.
=
UOP celebrities can be found in J
the crowd this year, such as Swede <
Righter, UOP's first full-time foot- H
ball coach and the founder of UOP's
Homecoming. The event originated
on Nov. 1, 1924, at Baxter Stadium.
Pacific
won
that
first
Homecoming game by a score of
17-14 over U.C. Davis. However,
foul play emerged that Homecoming
week as U.C. Davis students burned
down UOP's bonfire two days
ahead of time. Consequently, UOP
officials scrambled to get enough ad
ditional firewood for that first bon
fire, Oct. 31, 1924.
Dr. Kara Brewer, director of

Editor-in-Chief

A total realignment of UOP's
general education system is scheduled
for enactment next fall, adding to the
list of major alterations planned in
Pacific's curriculum.
The new system is radically dif
ferent from current general education
requirements at Pacific.
The general education system
with which the university is currently
working is merely a transitional one.
The new program has been in the
works ever since the "I and I" system
died six years ago.
According to Dr. Ray Sylvester,
assistant dean of the School of
Business and Public Administration
and Chairman of the General
Education Committee, the new
system will improve education by ad
ding a "sense of rational" to general
education requirements.
"The current program does not
define why one takes a given course,"
says Sylvester. "The new categories
are an answer. They're comprised of
subjects that everyone should be ex
posed to."
The new program is divided into
two sections: the development of
fundamental learning skills, and the
liberal learning program.
The "development" segment of
the new plan is the controversial side
of the program.
Students with
deficiencies in fundamental learning
skills will be identified upon entering
UOP (either by tests or prior records)
and will be directed to a course of
study designed to improve learning
skills. Components of this section are
written expression and quantitative
skills.
This half of the new program

(See SPANOS page 4)--—

Joe Hartley
continues battle
over Winter Term
By Kathleen Bacchini
Staff Writer

The battle to save Winter
Term may continue in the court
room despite the Regents'
decision for its elimination, accor
ding to the latest findings of
ASUOP's legal attorney.

Float-building is one ot the many spirited events conducted during
homecoming week. Here we see members of Archania cranking
out their contribution to Saturday's parade.
Pacific Alumni and also Parent
Programs director, commented that,
we're especially pleased this year
oecause we are having our first an
nual Alumni Awards Luncheon, and
it really looks like it'll go over well."
Dr. Brewer is presently coor

dinating Homecoming activities, and
says she's amazed at the spirit already
expressed by the community, alumni,
and students.
It appears that this Homecoming
will once again be a memorable
weekend.

Another major change: general ed.
By Kevin Bartram

Hartley stated that "rather than
wage a battle as we did with Winter
Term, we will need to be in the
forefront of the negotiations so
students get the best deal." Hartley
will try working with the Spanos Cen
ter Committee. However, President
Hartley stated that "student finan
cial support is inevitable f™ both
capital and maintenance costs."
Martlfav> ac WPII OC A^rOP
Business Manager Tim O'Neill
Financial Vice-President Robert Winterberg, Administrative Assistant to

may take a few years to fully develop
due to a lack of models to follow.
According to Sylvester, there are few
programs like this currently in use.
Sylvester feels that "we (the
school) muct be able to deliver when
promises are made," referring to the
need for UOP to aid those in the fun
damentally deficient area.
Controversy could arise from the
first part of this program when it is
decided just what a universal com
petency level is. Subcommittees are
currently working on this tough
decision, but the final plan may not
surface until the system has been un
der observation for a couple of
years.
The second and main portion of
the new system, the Liberal Learning
Program, directs students into a wide
variety of courses, representing a
diversity of areas of study. All cour
ses selected for the Liberal Learning
Program must satisfy the following
criteria:
1. Courses should be designed
with a non-specialist audience in
mind.
The non-specialist should
derive benefits they themselves ap
preciate from the course.
2. They should be designed to
make a contribution to a person's ap
preciation of the relation of this field
to other fields in the spectrum of
disciplines in the university.
3. They should be designed so as
to enhance the appropriate basic
learning skills such as writing,
speaking, critical thinking or
laboratory and computational skills.
The Liberal Learning Program is
comprised of three categories. The
categories and their individual areas
of study are as follows.
Category I: The Individual and
Society

A. Individual or interpersonal
Behavior
B.
Order and change in
Societies
C.
International or Intercultural Studies
Category II: Human Heritage
A.
Literature, Letters and
Language
B. Human Life and Conduct
C. Practice and Perspective in
the Arts
Category III: Natural World
and Formal Systems of Thought
A. Life and Physical Science
B. Formal Systems of
Thoughts
Teachers will have to decide
which of their courses fall into which
categories and areas of study. Each
area has its own detailed list of
criteria which it must meet.
Faculty must also submit
statements to a subcommitte of the
General Education Committee,
suggesting in which category their
course falls. The course will then be
approved or rejected by the subcom
mittee.

ASUOP President Joe
Hartley related the details before
the board of supervisors Tuesday
evening in the Redwood room.
As stipulated in the California
Education Code, UOP students
can indeed establish grounds to
press charges against the university
for failing to uphold Winter Term.
Hartley explained that the
basic premise of the California
Code Section 94321, Section A,
says "A university or institution
cannot offer or publicize a course
that they are certain or reasonably
know to be false and deceptive."
In the event that UOP has
already described Winter Term in
their promotional publicity, its
elimination could be seen as
"deceptive" to those who will ap
ply or already have applied to the
university.
"Of course this depends on
whether a student's contract refers
to one semester or four years,"
points out Hartley. "This has yet
to be determined by our attorney."
If further research indicated a
student is in fact contracted to the
school for a period of four years,
the legislative code would require
the university to issue a rebate to
these students.
Once it is determined whether
the students can take legal action
against UOP, the next step would
be "to determine whether the
board of supervisors, a group of
students or just one student will
have the power to press charges,"
explained Hartley.
"If it happens to be only one
student, we will have to find a
freshman or sophomore willing to
testify," says Hartley.
Hartley hesitated to specify
any action that ASUOP will take,
since research is still in the early
stages.

KKK vs. ACLU
Debate set at UOP
A debate between Tom Metzger,
a member of the White People's
Political Party, and a representative
of the American Civil Liberties Union
will be held in UOP's Conservatory
on Nov. 12 at 8 p.m.
Metzger was the Democratic
nominee for Congress in 1980,
representing a Southern California

constituency.
Metzger stirred up
quite a controversy at the time, being
a self-declared member of the Ku
Klux Klan.
The event will be sponsored by
the Residential Activity and
Programming Committee and will be
free to ASUOP cardholders.
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EDITORIAL

'Plastic people' prevail in Series
The 1981 baseball season finally ended this week
with "The Plastic People," the Los Angeles Dodgers,
cleaning house on General Steinbrenner's overpaid lot,
the New York Yankees.
.,
A wonderfully overdramatized and boring Won
Series ends a totally deflated season. How fitting.
In the first place, the Dodgers didn't even belong
in the Fall Classic. Both Cincinnatti and the Houston
Astros sported better overall records, as L.A. was
quite fortunate to have survivied the first half in tirst
place.
As a baseball fan for well over a decade, I must
say that baseball has lost its spark and fun in recent
years. This fact is obvious.
However, the obnoxious Dodgers lower the
credibility of professional baseball even further.
When they win they are one big happy overpublicized
family. However, when they lose, they whine and
whimper about all the environmental and professional
factors involved in their failed quest for the champion
ship.
. . .
Heading up the premier cry-baby team in baseball
is Ron Cey, the Dodgers' stocky veteran third
baseman. Granted, Cey handled the beaning session
with "Goose" Gossage well, and with maturity.
However, Cey's attitude is usually that of a Little
Leaguer's; the man can seldom be humble or human
and admit to making mistakes.

Across the diamond is baseball's J.R.: the player
all fans love to hate-Steve Garvey. The Dodger first
baseman is the most plastic of them all, coming off as
perfect and All-American as Superman. Nobody is as
perfect as the media's presented image of Garvey.
The Dodgers are, of course, filled with many
other such obnoxious and highly irritating per
sonalities. For instance, there is the team's nonmanager and un-official head of P.R., Tom LaSorda.
LaSorda is nothing more than a cocky, pompous

..
-J
cheerleader barely fit to appear on the "Hollywood
Squares" or "The Tonight Show." In fact, he coul
barely fit in a Hollywood Square!
.
Then there's good ol' "hands-o'-brtcks Dave
Lopes, who never could hit or field, and Rick Mon
day, who is decrepit and most likely the least han
dsome man in baseball today.
.
. „
Of course, the hero of the Dodgers is their 20year-old rookie pitching-sensation, Fernando Valenzuela, who still cannot speak English. The reason tor

the man's populari
T '• m'a^o^pelsS 'luradltenefs^no^e J**
ctands what he says, so he can be as obnoxious ^
res^onhe^Dodgers ballclub and
(except his translator, of course)^

But, then again, who am I to criticize tk
Dodgers? After all, I'm just another no-class

fan.
-Kevin Bq

By approving the AWACS sale yesterday, the
U.S. Senate proved that the U.S. government is still in
control of our foreign policy in the Middle East.
The fact that Saudi oil reserves are the lifeblood
of the American economy was never seriously
challenged in the rancorous debate that surrounded
the vote. Neither was the capability of the AWACS to
increase the present two- to four-minute warning buf
fer in the event that the Soviet Union attempted to
cripple the Saudi's oil fields,
which are tightly
congested in the north of the kingdom.

Mote MAeri si i

The real issue, and it was a symbolic one to be
sure, centered on Israel's ability to run U.S. foreign
policy in the Middle East.
Even Senator Cohen, a Maine Republican and the
Unitarian son of a Jewish banker, noted that a defeat
of the AWACS would give credence to those who
suggest U.S. foreign policy is shaped by the Israeli
lobby in Washington. Prime Minister Begin and the
people of Israel should know by now that the United
States would never risk the security of Israel, one of
our staunchest allies. Indeed, the rationale behind the
AWACS sale is that the AWACS would enhance

Even if the AWACS fell into hostile hands in (i,
event that the Saudi government was toppled fro
power, the soft-ware of the AWACS could be J
programmed within one day, scrambling AWacs
capability for the foes. The paramount issue J
again a power play for Israel. Fortunately in this
case, cooler heads and U.S. directed foreign pi
prevailed over the verbal mish-mash.

Travel, grub woo law students
Washington - Tom always
dreamed of saving the world. Top
in his class at Yale Law School,
"Mi
Altruism" had planned to
use his leeal education and a
superior intellect to "reduce

weekend."

Glen

Shearer

If the attractions of a summer
internship don't clinch an
associate's loyalty, some firms let
yacht privileges, steak tartar lum
ches and other pleasantries do the
talking.

"I just couldn't turn it
do-vn," poor Tom told us recentK .
"i know what you guys think. I
had to pay off my law school bills.
And there was intense competition
land a job in New York City.
Fven my dean said I shouldn't
reject an opportunity like this."
Meanwhile, Tom's counter
parts at Stanford and Harvard are
receiving placement counselors'
advice to forego public interest
law.
Last month, a Harvard
placement adviser told students
with an eye on public interest law
to interview with corporate firms
as a safety valve. With the federal
government's Legal Services Corp.
out of business and a freeze on
government hiring, looking for a
public service job might be worth
neither the hassle nor the money,
he said.
Of course, though junior
associates may work long, stressful
hours at major firms, the amenities
of first-class travel, lobster dinners
and deluxe hotels can be
irresistible. Other friends who've
been smitten by big-time corporate
law readily admit it's a difficult
hlestyle to reject.

But should our pal Tom
follow the example of other attor
ney friends, he'll soon be taking
more pride in his possessions than
"s achievements. Befo » '
..v .. be driving a $24,000
charged Porsche on the road to
happiness.
While corporate America may
need a good defense, it's a pity the
private sector has a monopoly on
the nation's sharpest young minds.
Where are our potential leaders
you may ask?
They're out eating lobster ~
and all at the expense of the tax
payer.
To bust this brainpower trust,
law schools should consider
requiring students to spend their
third year working with trial
lawyers in local courts as part of
their degree program.
Those
students who do work part time do
so usually on their own initiative.
Besides gaining courtroom ex
perience, future lawyers could soil
their hands on something other
than realty agreements and
cracked crab.
It's true that most private
firms wholeheartedly work to ob
tain justice for all individuals and
denizations. You need not work
for Common Cause to defend the
public trust.
By the time senior partners en
ter public life in their late 40's and
50's, however, most have lost their
zeal and idealism for healthy
change. This is the prodigious
reality of the legal world.
We can't condemn our friends
for falling into the lobster trap.
For them, it's the only game in
town. But we wish they wouldn't
sacrifice their youthful perspective
for pricey prawns so soon.
COPYRIGHT 1981 FIELD EN
TERPRISES, INC.
FIELD NEWSPAPER SYN
DICATE

First, let me express my appreci
ation for the response from my
colleague in the Physics Department
to my remarks in last Friday's
Pacifican.

I would concur that "God loves
everyone," that Christians are called
to follow Jesus and to obey God's
Commandments. I would disagree as
to what such obedience entails.
God's people are called to
choose life, to love and accept one
another rather than to condemn,
reject, and to judge one another.
The Rev. John McNeill, Roman
Catholic scholar, in his massive
study, The Church and the
Homosexual (Sheed, 1976) argues for
full acceptance, and states "the
homosexual is here according to
God's will," and "God has a divine
purpose in so creating human nature
that a certain percentage of human
beings are homosexual" (32, 194).
As I understand the Bible and
Jesus' teachings, the two greatest
commandments are to "Love God
with all our heart, soul, and mind,"
and that means that we must use our
intellect in ascertaining what it means
to love God.

OUR POLICY

following Him and obeying His
commandments (I John 2:1-6; John
14:15; John 15:14; James 2:14-26;
Matthew 7:21). Certain sins are to be
avoided, including fornication,
adultery, homosexuality, drunken
ness thievery, carousing, etc.
(Galatians 5:19-21; ICorinthians 6:910; I John 2:15-17; Ephesians 5:3-5;
Romans 1:26-32; Leviticus 18:22 and
20:13, etc).
No amount of rationalization or
"modern enlightened thinking" will
change what God has said. Either we
choose life in Jesus or we
automatically have chosen death and
wrath (John 3:18 and 3:36). God's
spiritual laws are not broken with im
punity any more than His physical
laws can be broken. (If you try to
jump off a cliff to break the law of
gravity, it breaks you instead, when
you reach the bottom!)
How do you choose: for Jesus
and eternal life, or for death?
Sincerely,
Richard L. Perry, Professor

Secondly, we as Jesus' disciples
are commanded to "love our neigh
bor as ourselves." For Jesus, the
neighbor is the one who is in need, as
in the case of the parable of the Good
Samaritan. The primary emphasis of
the New Testament, the Good News,
is not God's condemnation and
judgement of sinners to death, dam
nation and wrath but rather God's
•pve, affirmation, acceptance and
forgiveness.
Scanzoni and Mollenkott, two
outstanding evangelical Christian
authors in their incisive book, Is The
Homosexual My Neighbor? (Harper,
1978) cite biblical, sociological, and
psychological facts to support their
position that "the sole biblical direc
tive relating to homosexuality and
. Christian "specifies that
Christians are not to judge, but to
understand; not to condemn relation
ships out of hand, but to assess their
quality of commitment."
* l978 United Presbyterian
Mudy Document reminds us that
homosexuality is a minor theme in
the Scripture. It is not mentioned by
Teif°"whrop!!ets!!or by Jesus himself.
Why then do we blow these
passages out of proportion?

Editor:
Last week I was asked by
editor of The Pacifican to writea2-i
page article in response
Reagan's announcement that
U.S. is now experiencing a recess
My 2-Vi page article, after sub
mission, was edited down to a l-l
page article.
The resulting article, which ay
peared in The Pacifican, I
uninteresting and empty, as only co
elusions were shown without the log
leading to these conclusions. 1
embarrassed that my name was givi
as the writer of this article.
The original article, in its a
tirety, has since been submitted toth
Stockton Record. Those who ait
terested in reading the complete ar
tide can look for it this Sunday ontl
editorial page of the StocM

Editor-in-Chief
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The Pacifican regrets
misunderstanding that may to
resulted from the deletion of malei
h
from Professor A llman's excellent
ticle, "Recession Back For Encon,
that appeared in The Pacifican
Oct. 23, 1981, page 2.
I
Like many editorial decisM
the decision to reduce Proft® f%;Fr.;C.0.p
Allman's article from 2-1/2 to
mfoin8 «o g
01(
pages was a difficult one to mak
lit
was necessitated by the fact /W1
article was not delivered to our off
until Wednesday at 6p.m.,
after the page had been
and made ready for publication
In this case because of \
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save the body of the story.
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THE PACIFICAN
Kevin Bartram

The Pacifican is published
every Friday by students of the
University of the Pacific, except
during vacation periods. Com
ments from Pacifican readers are
welcome. Guest columns and
letters to the editor are limited to
250 words and should be sub
mitted in typed form by 5 p.m.
Monday to the Pacifican, 3rd
floor, North Hall. The Pacifican
staff reserves the right to edit all
submitted material.
Editorial
comment reflects the views of
the Pacifican editorial board.

Lee

Prof. Upset
at Cut

Blaney: "Love thy neighbor rr

Maxwui! Glen hnd Cody Shearer

away-

-Steve Joh,'"son

Letters to the Editor
Editor:
I have been greatly disturbed by
the general message that is being
promoted by your paper this fall,
primarily through the various articles
such as the reports on legalizing pot,
male sexuality and the gay rap
sessions. The general idea that seems
to be promoted is that since so many
are doing it (especially adultery and
homosexuality), then it must be O.K.
Futhermore we are told in
Volume 72, Issue 7, October 23,
1981, that Christians who oppose
these practices are in error and are
misusing the Bible. I protest this
suggestion.
It is true that God loves everyone
and wants all of us to have eternal life
(John 3:1-21).
It is also true,
however, that God is holy and cannot
condone sin (which is the opposite of
holiness), so since we have all sinned
(Romans 3:23 and I John 1:8), we are
all condemned to death (Romans
6:23aL
Believing in Jesus is more than
just intellectual agreement. It is also

Clem1-

Israeli security by enhancing U.S. presence in a volatjje

God, Prof, don't condone sinners
AUJOWOL PbucV !

,m''
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U.S. Gets boost from AWACS O.K.

omb

i ke so many of America's
sharpest law graduates, however,
Fom isn't forcing chemical com
panies to clean up their toxic-waste
sites.
Instead, he's earning
$44JX)0 per year as a first-year
associate at one of New York's
iead'" '-orporate law firms.
• ur tamest friend is only the
• ! " R \ r »f TVJ I f «• 'T, .' I«
succumbed to extravagant recruiting
"III , < I g l i s u v S I M ( j u l U l C law i l l ! ! ' .
en, ,u peei pressures and financial
ind.M inr.' , i;' i easy to see why.
i ms montl., America's major
law
irms are busy recruiting
stud its espe illy those from the
• .is
They're arrr
sv>in d mines that would carrythi
'.nc sleaziest college foot
ball i 'fruiter.
I he con game begins at the
start of a student's second year,
h a recent survey of summer
in' .i
at piominent law firms,
American
Lawye "
nie repoi ted that, in adma
dit1 ' to t800-per-week salaries
11let I
secouu-jear law studeiu-.
has. "ijoycJ the following:
Offers by one New York firm
up the tai> for five "fantasy
to pi
nipti. ' wn.
•ummer-rental subsidies of
/•> nerccm Tom another New
up
York fiiin.
Nightly outdoor concerts and
weekly parties. Last summer, one
Atlanta firm threw one bash
touted as a "Drivin', Raftin',
Hikin', Swimmin', Ball-Playin',
Ridin', Cookin', Eatin', Drinkin',
Storytellin', Campin', and other
raucous
adventuresome
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Lee's typical day begins at 7:30 in the morning and continues on a
schedule packed tighter than the cars on Wilshire Blvd. at 5 p.m.
at 3 a.m. with Lee slumped over a stack of homework, after frantically
attempting to catch up on unfinished school business.
Lee says that if he's elected to the school board post, he'll stay on
for two terms, or eight years total. If not elected, and even the optimistic
Lee admits that the possibility exists, he would like to run for the board
again in 1985.
"I can see a political future for me. I've always been interested in
leading people, in getting things done, and to that extent, politics is really
a natural for me."
Lee admits that being on the school board could be an important
step towards a political career, although he's not sure what other offices
might eventually entice him further into the political arena.
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"The biggest problem I have being
20years old is that I can't get some old
business associate to write me a fat check
for my campaign." — Clem Lee

"I've been going almost constantly
the past eight weekends. I've had public
forums, radio spots, precinct analysis
sessions. Believe me, it's been a han
dful."

« and empty, as only:
re thown without del
ihcse conclusions. I tempt to unseat Barbara Walker as representative of District Five on the

"There are enough challenges on the school board to keep me busy
for some time. Right now, I'm concerned about student discipline, get
ting basic skills to pupils, and making sure that teachers get a signed con
tract by June 1 of this year."
The real test and the beginning of the road to political super star
dom, may only be three steps away for Clem Lee. After the election, the
challenges of the School Board may seem like "kid stuff" indeed for this
capable and intelligent 20-year-old.

Stockton Unified Board of Trustees. District Five maintains 8,500
registered voters and is bordered by Pershing Avenue on the west side;
Sacramento Street on the east; and sandwiched north and south by the
Calaveras River and the Stockton Channel to Taylor Street. UOP lies in
the heart of the district.
Lee talks as if he can win the election on Nov. 3, even though
Walker is the current president of the school board. But Lee knows his

What are you doing on
Halloween?
Miriam Acosta and Lisa Wilson
|ter, Fr.; C.O.P.

I'm going to go to the House of Pain on
Pacific Avenue for a delightfully painful
evening in my leather suit.

! a'8e Erickson, Fr.;

Pre-Pharmacy:

My mom and my best friend are coming

"P and we're going to have a good time and
the game and that night from 9-1, I've
pt to work the switch-board at Grace.
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If you think"pads and rollers"are
just a California craze,
you're not ready for New Memorex
Pads and rollers are key comdramatically reduce wear,
ponents of a cassette's tape
Our unique ultra-low-friction
transport system.
polyolefin wafers help precisionThis system guides the tape
molded hubs dispense and
past your deck's tape head. It must
gather tape silently and uniformly,
do so with unerring accuracy.
play after play. Even after 1,000
And no cassette does it more
plays,
accurately than totally new
In fact, our new
Memorex.
Memorex cas«Sil§SiPi
IT
jcA-sfji
sette will always
\Hldeliver true
Hip
sound reproduc-

^
(•Her pretitioii is oitkal.
The new Memorex tape transport system is precision engineered to exacting tolerances.
Flanged, seamless rollers guide
the tape effortlessly and exactly.
An oversize pad hugs the tape to
the tape head with critical pressure: firm enough for precise
alignment, gentle enough to

Of course, reprod uction that true
and that enduring
H
owes a lot to Permapass"*, ourextraor- •
dinary new binding
wS
process. It even owes a
little to our unique new
fumble-free storage album,
But when you record on new
Memorex, whether it's HIGH
BIAS II, normal bias MRXI or

c 1981. Memorex Corporation. Santa Clara. California 95052. U S A

METAL IV, don't forget the impor
tance of those pads and rollers.
Enjoy the music as the tape glides
unerringly across the head.
And remember: getting it there
is half the fun.
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By Bob O'Rourke
Staff Writer

Five UOP men and
women will vie for the titles
of 1981-82 Homecoming
King and Queen in a special
election held today at the
University Center.

The two winners will be
crowned during half-time
festivities of Saturday's
football game against the Cal
State Fullerton Titans.
This year marks the first
time that a King will be elec
ted at UOP The new Queen
will take over for Miss Peggy

Meriwether
royalty.
Freshman Steve Lombardo, Grace Covell's
nominee and a member of
Pacific's soccer team, was
unavailable for picturetaking at press time.
Junior Lisa Galindo, a
Business
Administration/Pre-Law major
is Kappa Alpha Theta's
nominee for Homecoming
Oueen.
Lisa is competing for
the Crown because she is "is
proud of the school's ideals
and what it stands for. I
come from Stockton, and
I've grown up with UOP,
and I would be more than
honored to represent it in
this position," she says.

Galindo

********

Sharon Margolies, a
senior
Business
Ad
ministration major, is Delta
Delta
Delta sorority's
nominee for Homecoming
Queen.
When asked why she is
competing for the title, she
said, "Homecoming is a
unique time at UOP, as new
students can see the tradition
of the school.
Being
Homecoming Queen would
give me a chance to give
something back to the
university."
Margolies

********

Donna
Kimura,
nominated by the University
Center Apartments, is a
senior Music major from
C.O.P.
Asked why she is run
ning for Homecoming
Queen, she said, "I feel
honored to represent a
school that has contributed
highly to my academic and
social growth."

Kimura

Privett

********

Freshman Cynthia
Privett, Grace Covell Hall's
nominee for queen, is a
C.O.P.. Economics/Com
munications major.
The dorm council
representative wants to even
tually attend graduate
school, and enter the
business world in another
country.
Cynthia is seeking the
Homecoming 1981 Crown as
she is "anxious to meet
people and become involved
in the campus and the ac
tivities it offers."
********

Linda
Carson,
a
sophomore
Resident
Assistant in Casa Werner is a
Business major.

Sophomore Kern Hankins, sponsored by Alpha
Kappa Lambda fraternity, is
a member of the School of
Engineering.
The AKL member "ad
vocates Grace Covell as a
nuclear testing facility, and
supports the busing of
psychology majors to the
Classroom buildings."
Kern is a member of the
Inter-Fraternity Council,
and is actively involved in Intramurals and video games.

Hankins

********

The
Price
House
nominee for Homecoming
King, Robert Dreyer, is a
junior Finance major in the
School of Business and
Public Administration.
A Price House council
representative, he is also ac
tively involved with the Price
float committee, and with
Intramural football and
volleyball.
"Being new here, the
competition has allowed me
to meet many people," said
Robert, when asked his
reason for running.

iZr tl* cfVCi^L^

I,t hurWfl
flvi 100 fl*i
floats

Dreyer

********

sicHSsafS

John Saitta, a senior
Recreation major, is Ritter
House's
nominee
for
Homecoming King.
John lists Ski Club, Intramurals, and Special
Olympics as his favorite ac
tivities. His career goal is to
run his own wilderness ex
peditions.
Asked why he is pur
suing the Crown, he said,
"After five years of school I
want to be able to tell my
kids I did more than just
graduate."
Saitta

********

S o p h o m o r e Lesley
Kualii, a member of the
School of Business and Ad
ministration, has been
nominated to represent
John Ballantyne in the
Homecoming King com
petition.
Lesley is involved in the
Hawaiian Club and Student
Alumni Council, as well as
being a cheerleader and
Resident Assistant.
Lesley seeks the Crown
in order "to represent fellow
students with the spirit of the
university."

Kualii

Askew, new recruits will hike up crimeawarene
Things are happening at UOP's
campus police department. New of
fice facilities and new officers are all
part of an intensive effort to improve
the department's image.
One new face now on the campus
force is William "Bill" Rosenthal, a
veteran of 11 years of outstanding
service to the police department in the
city of Davis. A native of New York
City, Rosenthal has spent most of his
working life in public service, having
served six years in the US Air Force
before becoming a policeman.
Rosenthal designed, developed
and implemented the "Three R
Program," a model law enforcement
education program for K through 12
grades. This program was adopted in
38 states and four foreign countries
and US possessions.
While with the Davis police,
Rosenthal received several letters of

SPANOS (from page 1)
"My college years have
been extremely valuable thus
far, and this is one more ex
citing experience to share
with my family and friends,"
Linda said about the
Homecoming Queen com
petition.
Carson

Financial Vice-President, Jerry
Zedlitz, Spanos Center Manageer
Ellis Calija, Vice-President of
Student Life Judy Chambers, and
University Center Coordinator Jim
Paul are on the committee picked by
Dr. Hand to look into funding the
center.
O'Neill noted that a Spanos Center fee will be attached to the students' bill to pay off, over 20 to 30 years,
a loan taken out by the student body
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stated that "The Regents
me they feel it is appr°f
right for students to ntf
tribution (to the capita'
center)."
President Hartley sU'
what he felt would be the
the student body by sta''"ri
will be shocked when they ^
year to a Spanos Center
-harge to athletics."
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OPINION

pressures on males abundant during intercourse
In this fourth part of a series from THE Hite
port ON MALE SEXUALITY, some Of
\mrr '"'eyiewed by researcher Shere
'Mi#offer 'bier feelings about sex, and the pressUres
es
tykeep them from enjoying it fully.
-Editor

By Shere Hite
Contrary to popular belief, men don't alwavs

drin4.fS"^£,,rra
pened at°leT

<™k,ng-b„t when

hapthis
*? PPened to me a week ago. I couldn't eet an
erection because I hadn't slept in 24 houfs
I

E hannenS
a

Ca" hoi!estly Say that this hasn'[
l° hlm"

As 3 matter of fact>

could b'E 3nd t0ld her 1 needed some sleep before I
could get an erection. But I didn't jump up and leave.

sex as a totally pleasurable experience—the
they are under often interfere with en-

sures

iT DON'T MEN LIKE ABOUT INTERRSE? PRESSURES ON MEN DURING
RCOURSE
Although men had many reasons for wandicing intercourse, at the same time they also
id many things about intercourse not pleasurable
there are many pressures on men during inter1 Although 1 like intercourse, psychologically, inirse for me is work; it s not a pleasure It's
it work, of course, but it is still work. The
I get is always the same and is over very soon
's not really an overwhelming sensation to look
iard to. And the immense pressure to (1) get an

ion, (2) keep the erection, (3) thrust exactly the

•ny partner likes it (with no help from her tellng
iw she likes it), (4) last longer than ten to fifteen
_ ites without prematurely ejaculating, and '5)
Irust without hurting my partner when I do ejaculate,
-is just too, too much to do right each and every
in out. Women don't realize that men do all the
tk, are expected to know how to do everything well,
'areexpected to read their partner's minds all the
Well, it's just grossly unfair if you ask me. Too
jy women just lay there and silently look up at you
iiftosay, 'Okay, make it happen.'
"More than anything else, I associate sex with
iety. fear of failure, of coming too soon, of being
apotent, of being laughed at, compared, aban-

Ted."'

Many men had these worries especially after their

ism:

"Post-coital thoughts: (1) Did she come and if not
,J I feel responsible? (2) Fears of Obligation
'Now that we've had sex this is more serious'). (3)
ippointment when a sexual exchange still leaves me
Imy partner far from true intimacy."

SSURE TO HAVE AN ERECTION
POTENCE)
Most men had experienced difficulty having an
tction at some time (39 percent infrequently; 17 per* sometimes; 13 percent frequently, regularly, or
pays).

p get frustrated and mad at
yself when I can't get an
Action. I feel that I should
We erections whenever I
Command' them.

3

„ But- worse than the actual loss/lack of erection,
™aPs, is the fear of lack of erection (and the outled disgrace which this implies) which most men
"I with them throughout their lives. Almost all
expressed this fear in one way or another.
The only time I am anxious that I am not 'man
'Sh' (hate that juvenile, macho expression!) is
I' have inexpicably lost my hard-on and cannot
I J'iUe" ^hat the hell happened? I ask myself. How
, e> How delicately am I balanced, anyway? It is
^ hating and embarrassing. It makes me feeHike I
a little helpless boy, guilty usually.
I feel

i%med.'

ime

1 get lIUS
frustrated
when I can t
. ^ . v - and mad at myself
..
. . .
.
i < i
erection. I feel that I should have erections
hlneVer ' 'command' them. And I worry that the
In an lakes it as a sign of her lack of desirability. My
er wife cried and made me feel terrible."
> 'JcOta.f ^a"ure to get a full erection (and thus be able to
j Uti 4t y a Woman) is what males generally fear. In fact,
J » •'V ltnKPuSsure that women feel to fake orgasms is
<' lit k t'le'r response to the male fear. This includes
tn1®' itik Use s'nce I'm big and strong, I'm expected to
;, j ai L .e Super Sex Stud of the world. If I'm not ready,
Ol 4?
i». em
ands
come fast and furious. I don't
nI
ands come
• - -fear this
!
i Uch- as I« used
uscu to, but it makes me mad that men
, ,hd L
0 worry about such things."

gyvaf

an —

an

going to reach orgasm, or ejaculate into a sea of
troubles and by orgasming, end them. I try to prolong
the act, that is to say, refrain from coming to soon
(i.e., before my partner), but sometimes this seems like
a waste of time. Most women seem to think that a
real good lover' would be able to 'make them come.'
In my opinion, no one can 'make' a woman come. She
has to be able to tell you what she wants before you
can give it to her. And so many of them are either
unable or unwilling to do this. If they would tell me
how, I would do my damnedest to make sure that they
reach orgasm. I usually try to think about something
else to hold off from coming too soon, but this is by no
means easy. And it kind of spoils it for me. I try to
please my partner either orally or manually before I
enter her. That way at least she has something."

PRESSURE TO 'MAKE HER COME' OR
TO SATISFY A WOMAN'

I let her know that my feelings for her were there. Af
ter six hours' sleep, I looked over at her and arousal
was then no problem. It doesn't happen often, but by
God it happens."
If I've had too much alcohol or drugs it prevents
me from getting into myself. Sex is much better when
either completely straight or only mildly under the in
fluence of something."
The second most frequently cited reason was
emotional upset or anxiety:
"If I don't trust my partner or am afraid of get
ting too emotionally involved, I can be impotent."
"This happens lots of times when there is a
question whether my partner really wants me."
"I couldn't get it up while trying to have an af
fair, because I felt guilty."
Many men mentioned that it often happened with
a new partner:
"Impotence happens only with a stranger. With
any woman whom I've gotten to know at all, I'm
relaxed enough that erection is never a problem."
Other men said it happened when they didn't
really want to have sex:
"If I am ever bored during intercourse my penis is
the first to know; the erection cannot be maintained."
Or this could happen if the man had no real
feelings for the woman he was with:
"If I'm not emotionally involved with my par
tner, it's much harder for me to get an erection."
Sometimes if I am too involved with her demands,
I lose my erection. I back away emotionally a bit so I
can be more concerned with myself—it works."
"Fear of not having one can make me not have
one!"
"I have a sensitive fuse system. If things don't go
smoothly and I have to wait (a diaphragm inserted, a
contact lens removed), I get turned off."
But 31 percent of the men who answered said they
had never had a problem having an erection:
"My friends tell me that they've had trouble when
drinking heavily or doing drugs (other than pot), but
I've never had such problems, and I don't really know
why."

PRESSURE NOT TO ORGASM 'TOO
SOON' (PREMATURE EJACULATION')

Closely linked with the traditional pressure on
men to maintain long erection and thrusting during in
tercourse is the idea that it is a man's role to "give"
the woman an orgasm during intercourse. Just as the
man has traditionally been considered the "provider"
economically—the man should "bring home the
bacon" or buy the house—he has also been given the
role of "providing" the woman with sexual satisfac
tion. A "Real man" should "make her come."
In addition to the pressure created by this role,
this idea also often puts the man in a no-win situation,
since the information he has been given—that
thrusting during intercourse should bring a woman to
orgasm—if faulty. Thus this needless pressure alienates
U—tl—tt7RE2[t?£=6-u—

"If anything goes wrong, I'm
blamed for it. Girls always
seem to just lay there and say,
'O.K., make it happen.' "
men and women, as each blames the other when expec
tations are not met.
But the overwhelming majority of men realized
that women often did not orgasm during intercourse,
and found this a source of pressure. Many felt it was
their fault:
If anything goes wrong, I'm blamed for it. Girls
always seem to just lay there and say, 'O.K, make it
happen.' I feel an immense pressure to perform and
feel that it's all up to me."
"I d° feel inadequate because she doesn't come

"My delicate male ego is not
affected on this point! I
stimulate them to orgasm
before intercourse."
Lately I ve come to feel that since there is a
cooperative venture taking place, both people must
work together. Who's to say intercourse is the only (or
best) way to stimulate a woman? My current lover
uses a vibrator and can only orgasm with it. We've
tried to make it an integral part of our lovemaking."
"My delicate male ego is not affected on this
point! 1 stimulate them to orgasm before inter
course."
For years I thought it was my fault if a partner
did not come during intercourse, and I am sure that
was true in come cases, since I was more ignorant than
I am now. Also I felt that my penis was not big
enough. But after reading some books and articles
and talking to women on the subject, I no longer feel
that is true. Now my wife seems to accept the fact she
does not orgasm through intercourse."
"I think that many demands are made on men.
Our penises do not seem to be the right tool for
producing feminine orgasms, our capacity is not really
shared by most women...still, if one talks about it, and
is willing to feel free and friendly, there are no
problems."

From the book THE HITE REPORT ON MALE
SEXUALITY by SHERE HITE. Copyright (c) 1981
by Shere Hite. Reprinted by permission of Alfred A.
Knopf, Inc. Distributed by Los Angeles Times Syn-

"CATCH THE MOMENT"
HOMECOMING '81
It's homecoming. Again. Remember
last year's festivities? You woke up just in
time to catch the end of the parade. As the
last of the high school bands (they all look so
young) marched down Stadium Drive, you
headed for the Quad dining hall. Food Ser
vice always seems to have really good meals
when the alumni and parents are around.
Once you showered and changed it was
time for the "big" game. Why is it we always
play a tough team like San Jose State on im
portant days like Homecoming? It makes for
good conversation among the fans though.
Remember that old alum that told you about
his college days? You were surprised to find
you had so much in common. Even some of
your professors were the same.
This year's Homecoming schedule is
filled with more excitement than in previous
years, if that's possible. While you're ham
ming it up in the parade, enjoying the game
(this year they've scheduled a beatable team),
and dancing at the Sock-hop the yearbook
staff will be there capturing your memories in
over 300 pages of color and black and white
photography.
Order your copy of the yearbook in the
UC Electronics Store. Sales end December
4th.

A constant source of anxiety among men is
whether they continue intercourse long enough,
remaining erect, or whether they reach orgasm "too
soon." (Most men, although they sometimes used the
term "Premature ejaculation," did not in fact refer to
its standard clinical meaning—i.e., orgasm before or
just at the moment of penetration—but rather referred
to varied amounts of time of intercourse.) Seventyfour percent of the men who answered expressed con
cern over whether they continued intercourse long
enough:
"Sadly, so far, I have been climaxing too soon to
suit me. I can't control it. And I feel as though I
haven't really done much for my partner even though I
do try to continue stimulation somehow. I consider it
a failed test of virility."
"I have to use extreme control to keep from
coming too soon, and this often makes me lose my
hard-on. It sure does disturb me, because I know that
then I'm not going to come, and I'm going to be
frustrated."
"I feel like I'm cheating her."
"I feel guilt, anxiety."
"To come or not to come, that is the question.
Whether 'tis nobler of the man to suffer the slings and
arrows of prolonging that act to see if your partner is

t*

we cut hair for your ego not our/.

through intercourse. That's when I long for a bigger
penis, it seems like the obvious answer, though she
tells me it is not. I try to convince myself of it, but it
always returns."
I feel a little incapable not being able to make
her orgasm during intercourse. I don't see how any
male can go on long enough to do this."
Finally, some men had come to terms with the
fact that many women simply didn't orgasm as a result
thrusting, but did orgasm easily in other ways—and
were beginning to see the benefits to them of this in
formation, trying to integrate it into their lovemaking:
"I have always thought that if a woman didn't
orgasm, it was the man's fault. That doesn't mean he
wasn't 'man enough'; in fact, it means he was too
much man. I think it's easier for a woman if a man
really cares about her and she trusts him."

I
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NEWS

DRABBLE™ by Kevin Fagan

Haunted House tonight

neuo,
NORMAN? FW4
\4 ulCNCM-..

South /West evolves
into scary confusion
for the community;
thrills guaranteed

ASUOP Vice-President speaks_out

By Lynn Gogel

Covelianos' fate alreadydec ded?

Staff Writer

For those trying to scare up a
little fun tonight, the residents of
South/West Hall will sponsor a
haunted house guaranteed to
provide plenty of Halloween thrills
and chills.
Tonight,
the
eve
of
Halloween, from 7 to 9 p.m., the
dormitory we know as South/West
will be transformed into a maze of
spooky and ghoulish fun. The
haunted house is a community in
volvement project, free of charge
to all students, faculty, members
of the Stockton community, and
of course, goblins.
The haunted house has been a
tradition at South/West for the
past nine years, and this year it will
surely prove to be as ghostly and
demonic as in the past. According
to Residence Hall Council
President Beth Karstetter, project
supervisor, "Rumors have it that
sections are going all out to make
this year the best haunted house

Students frolicking during Halloween festivities last year.
This year's Halloween activities commence tonight as
South/West transforms into a Haunted HouseSouth/West has ever seen."
The Halloween maze of
devilish trickery will be divided
among the eight different sections
of the dormitory, each created by
the group of students living in that
section. As Ms. Karstetter said,
"Each section guarantees plenty of
unique thrills."
A competition will be held

Duo evades explosion
coming from a Pinto, which was
going in the opposite direction. He
Staff Wriler
turned on his red light, made a Uturn, and pulled the car over to the
"To provide the ultimate in curb. He asked the male driver and
protection, security and service ..." his female passenger to get out of the
is one of the stated objectives of UOP car, and when they got a few feet
Campus police. In his attempt to live away, the vehicle burst into flames
up to this creed, Officer Bob Paulk and exploded.
The exact cause of the fire is
saved a Stockton couple from possible
unknown, but it is suspected that a
serious injury last week.
Paulk was driving down Per malfunction in the electrical system
shing Avenue when he noticed sparks triggered the blaze.

By Pearl Crayton

Bike thefts down; prowlers cited
Campus Police Chief Norman
Askew reported that only one bicycle
was stolen from the UOP campus this
week. He attributes this decrease
from 11 reported thefts the previous
week to the arrest of two suspects.
The men were apprehended Oct.
19 on campus, and a pair of bolt cut
ters were found lying on the ground
near them.
Campus police are cooperating
with the Stockton police in in
vestigating the case, and Askew said
that there is a possibility some bikes
stolen from UOP will be recovered.
However, returning them to their
rightful owners won't be easy.
"We'll have a problem iden
tifying them because most of the vic

tims here on campus don't know the
serial numbers of their bikes," he said.
Askew siaieiu iriai with the bike
theft problem diminished, the most
serious on-going crime situations are
petty thefts and two prowlers, who
have been sighted several times in the
vicinity of sorority circle.
One suspect is described as a
white male with brown hair, aged 25
to 28, approximately 5 feet, 9 inches
tall, and weighing 175 pounds. The
other is a Mexican male with brown
hair, age 26, approximately 5 feet, 10
inches tall, and weighing 165 pounds.
Students who see these in
dividuals or other unauthorized per
sons in this area are encouraged to
call the police.

Cultural workshops offered
Two workshops will provide par
ticipants with an opportunity to study
the cultural variables (attitudes,
beliefs, values, current life/speech
styles, and non-verbal behavior pat
terns) that are major sources of
communication difficulty among in
dividuals of different cultural
backgrounds.
The first workshop is scheduled

Two weeks ago last Tuesday the
Regents took the final administrative
step that determined the fate of Win
ter Term. There were two outstand
ing lessons to be learned from that
decision. The first is the proof that
the war with apathy can be won. The
second was perhaps even more impor
tant however, because we were forced
to recognize that the real decision was
made long ago. The battle was lost
before the battle was even fought.
Well folks, brace yourselves. In
famous "they" are trying to sneak
another one past us. It is from the
ashes of Winter Term that we recognize
the tremendous impact of the battle we
are just beginning to fight.
How many of you know what
Elbert Covell College is?
If you don't, realize that is
precisely part of the problem. Not
your problem, the administration's
problem. You see, if you don't know
what Covell is, you are a member of
the vast majority. This majority in
cludes:

for Nov. 6 and 7 and it is titled Com
municating with Verbal Language.
The second workshop, Com
municating with Silent Language, is
set for the following weekend, Nov.
13 and 14. Both workshops will be
taught by Dr. Halvor P. Hansen.
For more information, contact
the UOP Continuing Education Of
fice at 946-2424.

between sections, and participants
will be asked to vote for the section
they felt was most spooky and
unearthly.
Approximately 45 minutes
should be allowed to go through
the hellish entanglement created by
the South/West goblins. Bewit
ching refreshments will be served.
Have a devilish time.

NOTICE

—numerous Spanish majors,
—faculty advisors,
—and members of the ad-'
missions staff.

Notice to all candidates for
and holders of teaching and other
educational credentials: a new
state law requires that after March
1, 1982, no one can get a new
credential or be newly employed by
a school system unless they have
passed a state examination in
writing, reading and mathematics.
Details of the exam are being
worked out by state officials. For
more information on the new law,
contact Dr. William P. Bacon, the
School of Education Credential
Coordinator/Counsellor. His of
fice is located in the School of
Education building, Room 103.

Interested in some more scary
facts?
1. The primary reason for the
current committee review of the
future of Covell is focused around

Job Search
The Job Search is run in
cooperation with the Career Planning
and Placement Center on the UOP
campus. For more information on
any of the jobs listed below, plus a
host of other job opportunities
posted in the Placement Center, con
tact the Center at 946-2361.
Photographer, $275 for 7 hours per
month, make billing from pictures of
professional ledger cards, own car.

We Goofed
The Pacifican would like to
correct two errors made in an ar
ticle entitled "Reflections on a
Trip to China" published October
23,1981.
First, there are no religious
universities in China as stated in
the article, only provincial in
stitutions that may offer courses in
religion. Second, the government
did not distribute Bibles in
Shanghai on Palm Sunday of last
year. The government only paid
for the paper costs of the Bibles.

Cocktail waitress, $3.35 per hour,
evenings to be arranged, over 21, own
transpprtation.
Horse grooming/feeding, $3.50 per
hour, 4 hours per day, weekdays,
must have knowledge of horses.
Typist, $4 per hour, 1-3 p.m., M-F,
type 50 words or more per minute,
must be able to type stencils.

Well, if you don't know »j,Jt

declining enrollment, yet.
-students in Covell, including
freshmen, cite case after case
where recruitment officers
visiting their high schools
discouraged their questions
about Covell, answering mstead with a pamphlet handout.

fered, it's mighty tough t0 enr
3. Every 18 months for

v
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Meticulously tailored
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elegant
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in a comfortable,
friendly atmosphere.
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Getting in Shape
For Back To School
10% OFF ON EVERY HAIRCUT
WITH STUDENT ID

Come in, get a hair cut
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ENTER TAINMENT
DISCussion by Frank Reichert

ROCKIHNROLL at UOP

Kinks rock on; Loverboy sputters
RATINGS
*****Excellent, Awesome
••••Very Good
***Good
**Fair
*Poor, I'm sure this record was even
made.

Albums courtesy of
The Record Factory
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Kihn Band
skyrocketed
into the national
with
single
.
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Jj (The Breakup Song, will play two shows at the conservatory Saturday, Nov. 21 at 7 and
Jsi |0p.m. Student tickets ($5.00 with ASUOPcard) go on sale tomorrow at the Spanos
' ; ^ Center box office between 11 a.m. and 10p.m. General admission tickets ($8.50) go
^ sale Monday at the Electronics Store and other ticket outlets in town.

Get Lucky
Loverboy
Columbia

Entertainment Action
drama department box office at 9462289.

The UOP Drama Department, in
iation with the Conservatory of
lie will present i he Pirates of
ice, a nineteenth-century comic
etta by Gilbert and Sullivan,
ted by Dr. William Wolak, with
director Professor George
:kbee.
Tickets are $6 for general adion, and $3 for students, UOP
, and senjor citizens.
Reserions may be placed by calling the
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Bach Program Set
Music by J.S. Bach will be per
formed by instrumental and vocal
groups at the Conservatory of Music
on Monday, Nov. 2.
The A Cappella Choir, violinist
Warren van Bronkhorst, cellist Ira
Lehn, and the recently formed Pacific
Bach Ensemble will perform at the
concert. Dr. William Dehning, coor
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fsemativts: UESDAY, OCTOBER 13-feerson Hall, P acement Center: Individual
Ittviei
iews, 9:00-11:30 and 1:45-3:45; and/or
fed a Reception ..3 L.'ormation Session,
'®-5:00, same day, UNIVERSITY CENTER
INFERENCE ROOM. Come by Placement
Iff to sign up for interview or the recep-

Make money in college, openings avaiable for
campus residents to sell top name audio and
video components. Low cost, high profits.
Write for complete information to Southern
Electronic Distributors, 2125 Mountain In
dustrial Blvd., Tucker, Georgia 30084 or call
Toll Ree 1-800-241-6270. Ask for Mr. Eads.
MEN!—WOMEN!
JOBS ON SHIPS!
American, foreign. No experience required.
Excellent pay. Worldwide travel. Summer job
or career.
Send $3.00 for information.
SEAFAX, Dept. B-17 Box 2049, Port Angeles

GYMNASTS,

and TRUCKS
R LU
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contact Gwenn Brown in the Philosophy
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'EEpS, CA 5, PICKUI S from $35.
jkble at U ;al govt, auctions. For Direc
•^11 Surplus D.ti Oi«»ei 415/330-7800.

Water Color Exhibition
Paintings by Ron Pecchenino
will be on view in the University Cen
ter Gallery Nov. 2-20.
Approximately 25 watercolors
by the UOP art professor will be in
the show, with subject matter ranging
from landscapes to the human figure.
The gallery will be open from 9
a.m to 5 p.m. on weekends, and Pec
chenino will be present to answer
questions on Friday, Nov. 6, from
11:30 a.m. to 1 p.m. The exhibition is
sponsored by the UOP art depar
tment.
Pecchenino said the paintings
were completed on his recent leave.
"The purpose of the paintings wasn't
to express d particular interest per
sonally, but to develop a series of
watercolors for use in the classroom
to i llustrate a variety of approaches
and techniques in painting, " he ex
plained.

Porsche 1974, 914
1.8
Red/Black.
Original owner-Service records.
Factory
cond.
Bids only: 952-4978 after 5 p.m

"Give the people what they
want...we hope everbody gets what
they deserve."
This quote is taken from the in
ner sleeve of the new Kinks album,
Give the People What They Want.

DONORS
WANTED

for doctors
Infertility office
Financial Reimbursement

957-7056
i

With ghosts and goblins,
parents and alumni, all converging
on UOP this weekend, we students
need to get our act together. In
fact, we need to devise a game plan
and decide on what we want to do
all weekend long!
There is a lot taking place on
campus this weekend; a haunted
house, a sockhop, a parade, a
game, and a party, well, make that
two parties, um, better make it
three....
But what are we all going to
do in all of our "free" time?
Where are we going to take
our parents to lunch (or they take
us) and where are we going to send
them after the game while we go to
the parties? What about the mor
ning after? Doesn't every "big
weekend" end with brunch? But
brunch in Stockton? Are you sure
there is such a thing?
In all seriousness, Stockton
does have some nice restaurants
that serve lunch, dinner, and even
brunch.
A good place to take parents
to lunch would be Luigi Murphy's,
the "Irish-Italian cafe." The food
is good, the atmosphere is fun and
the price is relatively inexpensive.

Stay at the

SHERATON-SUNNYVALE INN
POOL • SPA • KING & QUEEN BEDS

Featuring the

Rodeo Restaurant & Lounge

High-performance for

smart shoppers.
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super le tour, le tour tourist.

00 OFF

SCHWINN

Backgammon & Disco Dancing—Western Style

ASK FOR THE SPECIAL RATES

(408) 745-6000

Stay at the

Sheraton-Sunnyvale

The Big Yellow House serves
brunch in the old fashioned family
style way where, once the foods on
the table, you serve yourself.
Brunch consists of fruit juice, fresh
fruit, homemade blueberry muf
fins, scrambled eggs, chicken-a-laking, optional French toast, and
peach crepes—all for $5.95.
Seconds are all on the house.

SKI SPECIALISTS
6]07 FLEIdorado __

(3H9) 951-16SO

I ^ YOU. ready

I *>SKI?

I got if-youhaven'tl had

I ^our equipment checked.
I BINDINGS
8 4.50
inspected *adjusted
SKIS,(tune-up) 15,00
•flat file,sharpen Auax__

Rendezvous at the Rodeo Lounge

1100 N. Matilda Ave.
Sunnyvale, CA 94086

Many of the bars in Stockton
will have live music Saturday night
but if you or your parents don't go
for the "contempory sound," you
might try Moore's Riverboat on
Brannon Island Road. Moore's
offers live music also, yet, more to
the tune of a dixie-land band. The
members of the band are all in
their 50's and 60's, but the dance
floor entices all ages. The music at
Moore's begins at 8:00 p.m. both
Friday and Saturday night.
When Sunday morning rolls
around and the end of the weekend
is in sight, you know it's time for
brunch. The Castaway restaurant
offers a champagne brunch for
$7.95. The brunch is served buffet
style and is known for its delicious
pastries and breads. Brunch starts
at 10:30 a.m.

Lunches range from $3-$7.
However, if your parents are
footing the bill, you might want to
wait until dinner and have them
take you to the Hatch Cover
located at 6629 Embarcadero. The
Hatch Cover is a steak and seafood
restaurant with dinners ranging
from $5.95-$12.95.
There are
fresh fish specials served nightly.
The restaurant also offers a nice
view of the Marina.
If vou really want to go allout, try Chez Pierre for either
lunch or dinner. Chez Pierre, in
the Stockton Hilton, is a unique
French restaurant with an intimate
atmosphere. Lunch prices range
from $2.50-$7.95 and dinner from
$11.95-$32.95. Some of the din
ner's are prepared at your table.
Reservations are recommended.
As for after-dinner entertain
ment, a big draw this weekend will
be in the lobby of the Hilton. The
Hilton is having a Halloween party
with free witch's brew and prizes
for a "best costume" contest. The
band "Caught in the Act" will be
performing.
An I.D. is not
required to get in and there is no
cover charge. The party will go
from 9 p.m. to 1 a.m.

Traveling to San Jose for the
Game on November 14th?

in

a

Rock and roll was created for and
by average, everyday people as a way
to release emotions and express
feelings. But because the big rock
bands became rich, famous, and far
from everyday, they could no longer
relate to their audience, who is not
rich or famous. The Kinks, on the
other hand, have remained on the
same level, in attitude at least, as their
fans. In fact, the group is viewed as
heroes by the middle- to low-class
workers.
What is the average man's
favorite form of art? It can only be
one thing, as explained on "Art
Lover": women. Thanks to the
theme, this song is the prettiest one
on the album.
The attitude of the listener
throughout Give the People What
They Want is "I can't wait to hear
these songs live." Picture the unique
voice of Ray Davies singing a medley
of "You really got me hot," and the
hottest song off this album,
"Destroyer," along with a few of
Dave Davies' guitar solos—awesome!
"Back to Front" proves the
Kinks are more than just the Davies
brothers. Jim Rodford on bass and
Mick Avory on drums play their alltime best rhythm in this tune.
The Kinks are also one of the
best story tellers around. Who else
could tell the obvious morals of
"Killer Eyes" and "Predictable,"
and still sound convincing?
The Kinks are into making
people happy.
And as everyone
knows, the best way to accomplish
that is to GIVE THE PEOPLE
WHAT THEY WANT.

Halloween, Homecoming thrills
in our own "funtown"--Stockton!

SPERM

ask for Lorraine

Give the People
What They Wanf
The Kinks
* * *
Arista

What the people want and deserve is
good, basic rock and roll. Rock and
roll was made for and by (in some
places) the Kinks.
The Stones are a top 20 R & B
band; The Beatles were a group with
a cause; The Who is a cult group; but
the Kinks are rock and roll.

Travel Log by Roxanne Cowell

For more Info call

FIRST TIMEEVER
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Take a group of five goodlooking studs with an all too obvious
sexual name; simple, bar-cord, hookladen, commercial songs about girls,
tough guys, and sex, sung with a
Journey-like voice; and a record label
only concerned with making moun
tains of money, and you've got
"Loverboy."
Now take this group, nine new
songs, and a picture of a male rear
end in tight red leather pants, and
you've got Get Lucky, the second
album by Loverboy.
Get Lucky is not a good album.
The problem could lie in the fact that
this is their second album. There
seems to be a jinx on sophomore
albums for groups whose first album
is successful. Boston felt the jinx.
So did Van Halen, Meatloaf, the

WRESTLERS, SURFERS,

SWIMMERS, AND WATER POLO ATH
LETES will be needed as Actor extras in a
Major Hollywood film to be shot in Santa Cruz

(SCHnn,
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e,, p S JEEPS, CARS,
.

dinator of choral instruction at the
Conservatory, will direct the
program.
The program is scheduled for
8:15 p.m. and admission will be a $2
donation to the Conservatory
Scholarship Fund.

Pretenders, and most of all, the
Knack.
Why do bands choke when it
comes time to prove themselves a
second time? There are two basic
theories: 1) the band can not handle
success (explained in an upcoming
review) and 2) the first album was
not really that good anyway.
Loverboy's self-titled first album
did have two good singles and
therefore was successful in sales. But
often times two singles does not a
good album make, and in the case of
Loverboy it clearly did not.
As for Get Lucky, there is one
good song, possibly. It is titled
"Jump"; can ycu guess what it is
about? Basically, there is not much
to this album; nothing good, anyway.
The lyrics are meaningless; the music
is not nearly as good as other popular
songs; and the obvious commer
cialism is upsetting.
Summing up, Get Lucky is good
for one thing: showing how another
sexual exploitation group can bite it.
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FRIDAY OCTOBER 30tn
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7:oopm

South/West Haunted House
South/West Complex

8:15pm
^

Jazz Band Concert
Conservatory

t

SATURDAY OCTOBER 31st
HOMECOMING 1981

^
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7:45am

Past Presidents Breakfast
Regents Dining Hall

10:00am

)

Homecoming Parade
Pacific Ave.

11:00 am

1971-10 year Reunion
Regents Dining Room

11:30am

Alumni Awards Luncheon
Raymond Great Hall

-V*
2:oopm

&

Football Game
Pacific Memorial Stadium

M

Post-Game Reception
(Parents and Alumni)
President's home

-ft f''E|H|f||P
V
5:30pm
1931-50 year Reunion
Regents Dining Room
8:30pm

Homecoming Dance
Spanos Center
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SCHOOL OF PHARMACY
post-game Dean's Reception for 1971 Graduates

^

pharmacy school courtyard
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"
SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING
10:00am
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General Alumni Meeting

J

Fluids Lounge
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ASUOP SOCIAL PRESENTS

PPC HOMECOMING COURT ANNOUNCED!!
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Time:
9:00-12:30pm
ASUOP $2 stag $3 couples
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SPORTS
Homecoming game vs. Fullerton

Karen's Comments

Tigers looking to go out
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By Karen Komsak

Reviving tradition
When one thinks of tradition at Pacific, one might think
of brick buildings, Burns Tower, ivy-covered walls, Tigers,
orange and black....
The athletic department though, hopes to add another
dimension to Pacific tradition with the revitalization of the
"Block P Society"~a letter-men's/women's club.
The Block P Society has been hibernating since around
the early seventies, and athletic director Elkin Isaac would
like to see a reawakening.
"We had a lettermen's society but lost it. We need to
develop Block P," said Isaac.
Isaac would like to see the society's revitalization bring
a service connotation with it, and have a "broader com
munity emphasis." This could be accomplished through
hosting events on campus and serving as role models for
local youths.

Thursdays meant members of the society
would wear their lettermen sweaters.
Years ago, Thursdays meant members of the Block P
Society would wear their lettermen sweaters. Activities
sponsored by the Society then included "big brothers" to
freshmen athletes, various sports invitationals, and
"assisting worthwhile organizations" (March of Dimes,
United Crusade, Cerebral Palsy).
Last year at Homecoming an informal reunion of the
Society was held. This year close to 100 individuals are
planning to gather for Homecoming at a dinner to continue
the restoration of the group.
At this year's meeting two Amos Alonzo Stagg Awards
will be given "in recognition of distinguished accomplish
ments in vocational fields" to "pay tribute to those who
exemplified qualities that Stagg felt were important."

The growth of such a society...would
enhance school spirit and respect for
UOP athletes.
This year's recipients will be Jim Corson, a former
Olympic athlete and former UOP Dean, and John Cechini,
a retired judge.
Corson was an all-conference football player and
national champion in track and field while attending Pacific.
He won a bronze medal in the discus at the 1928 Olympics
and went on to a 50-year career in education. He was an
administrator at UOP, superintendent of schools in
Modesto, executive director of the California Association of
School Administrators, and interim president of Willamette
University in Oregon.
Cechini was a starter on the football team for four
years. During this time he earned the nickname "Iron
Man," for playing every minute of every game. He was
named to the all-conference team twice. Cechini served as a
judge for 21 years, nine on the Stockton Municipal Court
bench, and 12 years as a Superior Coun Judge in Stockton.
The growth of such a society at Pacific, having both
campus and community goals, would enhance school spirit
and respect for UOP athletes. Campus and community alike
need to see more of the positive aspects of athletics, as well
as what athletes can offer as citizens.
The presence of the society would also make tradition a
visible
component in the Pacific experience.
L
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Grand Opening of

IFLOYD AVIATION!
weekend of October 31 st.

AIRCRAFT RENTALS
FLIGHT INSTRUCTIONS
- aBaBPpgoopoioDiaanaaanaiaaiocii|REFRESHMENTS!
Stockton Metro
Airport
former Bridgeford Office
1 355 Lindberg St.
Stockton
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In the 13 PCAA contests that
have been played under Head
Coach Bob Toledo, the average
scoring margin has been eight
points.
Eight of the 13 have been at
home, and seven of those have
been decided by 10 points or less.
Six have been won by a touchdown
or less, and overall, five have been
lost by three (a field goal) or fewer
points.
"It's a sign of progress," said
Inside Linebacker Coach Rusty
Weekes.
"Before, we weren't
close to Fresno State or Long
Beach State. We're getting bet
ter."
"We're building a program,'
said Head Coach Bob Toledo.
"The team is a youth movement
We're working on building a solid
foundation. We're still young."
"It's a mark of progress,
said Quarterbacks/Receivers
Coach Mike Martz. "The people
we rely on are still pups. It's
maturity situation."
"It's very frustrating, but I'm
encouraged by the attitude of the
players and the steady im
provement," said Offensive Coor
dinator/Offensive Line Coach Bi
McQueary. "After every game
every coach looks back and replays
the game in his head, and thinks of
all the 'ifs'," he noted.
Two close games (six points
worth) in 1981 have put Pacific 1-2
in league, rather than 3-0. The
Tigers lost the two close ones at
home, both by field goals; Utah
State 14-17 and Fresno State 27-30
Last season the Tigers lost to
those two teams 21-7 and 27-3
respectively.
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of work and hopefully a
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crowd."
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The 2
hreC sette
0f the top three
Bob Toledo; Head
Coach: "It's a time
see how the football ten
t
has progressed, and a time
bragging rights. We want
alums to go away with a
feeling."
l d

, s

Terry Liskevych, n«
Volleyball Coach: "It's a cht
for alumni to come back to v
they have fond memories, i
a time for school spirit."
Rusty
Weekes, it!
Linebacker Coach: "It's achan
for grads to come back
petuate lies."
Mike
Martz, Quart
backs/Receivers Coach: "Ifj
big family reunion."

Drew Hagen photo

Senior quarterback Harley Miller looks for an open receiver.
Miller is approaching UOP's all-time top 10 list in com
pletions. He needs to add just 13 more to his 143 to catch up
with Tom Flores.

Bill McQueary, Offei
Coordinator/Offensive Li
Coach: "Homecoming
all of the positive facets off
football - all the exciting f<
a crowded stadium, noise, i
citement and interest by the fa
But as far as game preparatfcu
the same as every other week,
atmosphere is heightened."

Pacific hopes to end home schedule with win after two 3 point heartbreak®
The Tigers hope "to go out win
ners" when they end their home
schedule this week in a homecoming
match against Cal State Fullerton. A
win tomorrow would break a fiveyear Homecoming loss streak.
Tomorrow's game will be at
2 p.m. in Pacific Memorial Stadium.
Pacific enters the game 1-2 in
league and 2-5 overall, following last
week's close 30-27 loss to conference
foe Fresno State.
"We're comfortable about our
chance to win," says Head Coach
Bob Toledo. "They're very similar to
us. We'll be able to practice some
against ourselves. They throw the
ball, and run some plays too. It will
probably be a wide-open, exciting

"We're comfortable
about our chance to
win.

football game."
Fullerton is 1-3 in PCAA and 2-6
overall. Last week they fell short, 109, to Long Beach State. Earlier in the
season the Titans led Arizona (which
later beat No. 1 ranked USC) 13-3 at
the half before losing 16-37. Two
weeks ago they defeated Fresno State
13-10.

"We'd like to win the game,"
He has a 45.6 average on 56 punts.
said Fullerton Head Coach Gene
"This will be the last time for the
Murphy. "It will be a respectability seniors to play on Pacific grass," says
week for both teams. We're both Toledo, "and we haven't won a
mathematically eliminated from the homecoming game since I've been
California Bowl, but we both need a here. We're looking for an exciting
win. We're looking forward to the game."
game," he continued.
"Cal State Fullerton has a good
"Our strengths right now are in
team, so I'd look for a close game,"
our defense and punting. Our offen
says senior inside linebacker and team
se has been inconsistent," assesses captain Kirk Harmon. "Our offense
Murphy.
has been improving every game, and
Looking at Pacific, Murphy feels our defense has a good game plan. If
"they're quite similar to us. [Quar there were to be a chance for us to
terback Harley] Miller poses a
blow a team out this year, now would
problem. He beat us last year."
be the time. This will be the last time
Last year Miller threw for 315
for the seniors to play at UOP," con
yards, completing a school record
tinues Harmon. "We'd like to go out
winners."
with 30 of 45 passes and tied another
school record with four touchdown
All 10 of Pacific's seniors will be
passes. With nine seconds left Miller captains this week.
passed to Gary Blackwell for 10 yards
Reflecting on last week, the
and the win, 32-26.
Tigers lost their second home game
Offensively, CSF has been ham
by a three-point margin.
(Three
pered by injuries to top running backs
weeks ago Pacific lost to Utah State
Bob Reynolds and George Griffin.
17-14).
As a result, they've relied heavily on
The loss to Fresno was an ex
the passing of sophomore Bob Caf- citing see-saw game that saw momen
frey and senior Tom St. Jacques.
tum shifting constantly.
An imCaffrey came on at mid-season
proved Pacific offense scored this
to replace injured St. Jacques, and season's highest point total (27) i ne
The
has passed for, 833 yards and four Tigers down 20-8 at the half, came
touchdowns.
back to tie up the game 27-27 in the
Junior wide receiver Jeff York is fourth quarter.
the top receiver, with 22 grabs for 310 •, . "°ur defense played hard, but it
yards. The Titans top rusher is senior just came down to them having a few
Tony Bushala with 258 yards on 68 Players better than the ones defending
umg
carries, and also 22 receptions.
them." said
sa rf Tr,i^~
them,"
Toledo.
Leading the Fullerton defense
. - '.'It'S ,been obvious to us that we
are juniors linebacker Rick Seteno
wefness « our pass
defense
and free safety Rod Weber.
ueiense." hA *continued.
—
Titan punter Scott Vernoy was [Fullertoi-1, were"a' team*that coutd
d
ranked No. 6 in the nation last week.
exploit it, and they did."

The Tigers were also I
penalties last week, losing 148#
due to infractions.
This- loss
mathematii
eliminated UOP from consider©
as the PCAA's representative in
inaugural California Bowl.
However, the Tigers still have an*
side chance to tie for the conltfr
title.
"Our team did everything
could," said sophomore tP
Kirby Warren. "I can't explain#
happened; everyone played hard Ashman Eileen n
w
l
Warren exploded for 6" r °men's vniu
eyball yamn
Iction
last Saturday for UOP's longest
of the year.

tf This will be the®

time for seniors
play on PW
grass."
•jiil
Overall, the Tiger8
game against Fresno was tl
the year, getting 167
averaging four yards per carry;
the past four games, tlie ll
ground attack has
yards.
.
Senior tight end Pa>» (
caught four passes f o r '
eluding an 18-yard catch
1
1te

p
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jolleyba// leads NorCal, has 35game streak Rod Laver featured in
By Dan Sousa
Staff Writer
The Tiger volleyball team has
heir NorCal record spotless (7t |,ad their homecoming match
fL by a tough San Diego State
"ip
,„d recently.
Cr
f.HOP.13"7 overa11- travels out of
tonight to play in the Portland
' .Tachikara
Invitational.
-)C favored to win the four-team
r ey, will play Portland State,
JjU Washington takes on British
judbia.
"Portland State is a scrappy
"i
gwho will beat you if you try to
ihwith them. To win, we have to
0
Late from the outset," said
ad Coach Terry Liskevych.
Last Sunday Pacific lost to San
jiso State 13-15, 15-13, 7-15, and
1 •' N
[Jjg. The loss dropped UOP to six•'I
-lace in the nation, and moved the
MHr,
inDiego Aztecs up to fifth place.
Hr:
The Aztecs were led by junior
Sefn,
Ij, ^ Laurel Brassey, who has been
A U.S. national team for the past
int years. The 27-year old is conj{red one of the top three setters in

%

s

the nation today
"She had n great night against
us. ni e W
ia - constantly getting them
out
°t Jams m that crucial fourth
game, said Liskevych.

Tiger points. The service was then
traded five times before San Diego
scored.
Freshman Jan Saunders then
registered a kill and the service swung
back to UOP. All-American Jayne
Gibson served an ace and Burns' kill
tied the game up at 13. Both teams
scored points on errors before UOP
grabbed the lead for the first time, 1514, on a Dempster kill.
"Dempster has been putting the
ball down really well lately for us,"
remarked Liskevych.
The Aztecs tied it at 15 on a
Tiger error. Gibson then killed a ball
that appeared "out" to everybody
but the official. When Aztec coach
Rudy Suwara argued the call, he was
red-carded, and UOP was awarded a
point. San Diego got the serve back
on a Brassey kill, and then tied the
score at 16 on another kill by the
talented setter. The Aztecs held ser
vice for two more points, then
wrapped up the game and match.
"They were by far the best ser
ving team we have faced all season.
We know we can beat them but they

a 0Urth 8ame may have been
one If thl

°l°rf.tbe most exciting and con-

=n«™LS n.

C

S

Played

"

SPM°S

couldn't make ud
Irea»y
the of
ficiating all year," said Liskevych.
San Diego ran away to an 8-0
lead before UOP scored in game
four. Sophomore AnnaTamb came
in
ser ve. and UOP pulled up to
f
make a four-point spread. The Az
tecs scored twice more and had a
seemingly comfortable lead, 10-4.
But the Tigers didn't give up, and af
ter three kills by freshman Eileen
Dempster, came back to make the
score 10-7.
"All year we have played better
when we are behind," commented
Liskevych.
The Tigers were down 12-9 when
freshman Robin Burns served for two
hie

-Tje

referee

haven't Knanl°fthecalls5™? 1 been happy with

controlled the tempo of the game
Sunday," said Liskevych.
That night the two teams com
bined for 161 kills and 18 serving
aces. Gibson (19), Dempster (17),
and Burns (14) led UOP in kills.
The following night the Tigers
bounced back to win their 35th
straight NorCal game. Pacific eased
their way past Santa Clara 15-14, 1513, 12-15, and 15-4 at the Spanos
Center.
For this game Liskevych changed
his starting line-up and inserted a
fourth freshman, Linda Vaughn, in
place of sophomore Chris Bertsch.
"Linda has been one of our top
four hitters this season and she
should get a chance to play," ex
plained Liskevych, who is not
bothered by starting four freshmen
against veteran teams.
Vaughn responded well to the
change and registered 11 kills, with an
outstanding .611 hitting percentage.
Sophomore Jody Schauer had three
aces off the bench before she sprained

( S e e VOLLEYBALL p a g e 1 2 )

match at Spanos Center
Courtesy of Public Relations

Tennis great Rod Laver of
Australia will play in an exhibition
match in the Spanos Center at
University of the Pacific on
Friday, Nov. 20.
Laver, who won the coveted
Grand Slam of tennis (Wim
bledon, U.S., French and
Australian titles) twice, will oppose
two of the best tennis players in
Northern California in the fundraising event for the UOP tennis
team.
After a preliminary 6:30
p.m. match involving the UOP
team in doubles competition,
Laver will oppose Rich Andrews
and Bob Hansen in two eight-game
pro sets.
Andrews, the current teaching
pro at the Marina Yacht and Ten
nis Club in Stockton, is ranked

seventh in Northern California.
Hansen, the coach at UC Santa
Cruz and former pro at Stockton's
West Lane Tennis Club, has been
among the top ten players in Nor
thern California since 1975.
After the singles matches,
Laver, Andrews, Hansen and a
fourth local professional will play
a doubles exhibition.
Laver was listed among the
best tennis players in the world in
the 1960's and 1970's. He has won
numerous WCT titles and earned
more than $1 million playing ten
nis during the last 18 years. He
currently plays in the Tennis
Legends tournaments.
Tickets for the benefit match
range in price from $1.50 to $10,
and group discounts are available.
Reservations can be made by con
tacting the UOP Athletic Ticket
Office at 946-2474. Tickets also
are available at Ticketron outlets.

Intramural playoffs

SAE Woofheads win "A" flag
By Shelly Praster
Staff Writer

'^
if

j0• rr

^hman Eileen Dempster goes up for a spike in a recent
cpWOltoien's volleyball game. The Tigers are now 7 0 in league

0"

Intramural
flag
football
culminated last week in division
playoffs.
The "A" Division playoffs pit
ted the SAE Woofheads against the
Roaring Archites. Both teams went
into the playoffs 6-2.
The
Woofheads consisting of a talented
line and backfield (of former athletes)
defeated the Archites twice before the
playoffs.
The game was extremely exciting
and very close since both teams were
evenly matched. However, there had
to be a winner, and the S.A.E. Woof
heads defeated the Roaring Archites
with score of 7-6. The victorious
team was led by Greg Smith, and
teammates were Jeff Jacobs, Bob
Shibuya, John Wayland, Les Serpa,
David Magruder, Doug Brock, Jeff
Nelson, Mark Fisher, Tom Bacon,
Greg Schweitzer, Mike Mahler, Randy
Wright, and Doug Billsborough.
Going into the playoffs for the
"B" Division were C.C.C., captain
Bill Thomasor; Wheeze Bad, captain
Dave McBride; The Outsiders, cap
tain Ronald Martin; Phi Delta Chi,
captain Mike Simas; Admissaries,
captain Matt Kusich; and Roaring
Archites, captain Dennis O'Connor.
The Admissaries and the
Roaring Archites both received byes
% in the first round of playoffs. They
» placed first in their sections with a
record of 8-0 for the Admissaries,
and 7-1 for the Roaring Archites.
The first-round games were
between C.C.C. and Wheeze Bad and
The Outsiders and Phi Delta Chi. The
winners, Wheeze Bad and The Out
siders, went into the second round,
Wheeze Bad versus Admissaries, and
The Outsiders versus the Roaring Ar
chites. Winners were the Admissaries
and the Roaring Archites.
After a long, hard struggle for
both teams, the Roaring Archites
came out on top with a score of

SKI SPECIALISTS

Melanie Whitennaile, Joan Minear,
Christine Keen, Diane Distefano,
Shela Glueck, Susan Gates, Monica
Davenport, and Suzanne Dyer.
Last Saturday the Co-Rec flag
football tournament was held,
drawing four entries: Bulldogs Too!,
Yeah-That'll Happen!, Odelot, and
Eiselens Tightends. The Champion
ship went to the Bulldogs Too!, cap
tained by Brian Ladd. His teammates
were Mike Bross, Dave Beal, Nancy
Stone, Kim Kelsch, Susan Russell,
Mary Canevari, Brenda Bursch.
The Intramural office would like
to thank Andy Enos, Kevin Mitchell,
Stewart Iniquez, Randy Takahashi,
Anne Cover, Sandy Jacobson, Deb
bie O'Sullivan, Karma Kamman.

ville, Caryn Bement, Alexendia
Dunn, Suzanne Newbrough.
The men's teams were Jacksonmaniacs, Kovell Killers, Seddah, Ritter Critter II, Terminally Schotsky
Running Wild, Carters Sex Gods,
D.O.A., Kuwait, Las Chivas
Ralladas, Outrigues, Wemyss
Wolverines.
After a week of playing four
teams went into the playoffs;
Outrigues, captained by Paco
D'Angelo; Sedday, captained by
Saleh Al-Rakhees; Kuwait, captained
by Ahmed Ahmed; and the Jacksonmaniacs, captained by Jorge De
Guzman.
The final game came down to
Outrigues versus Seddah. This ganv>

The Outrigues defeated the Seddah Wednesday night to take
the Indoor Intramural Soccer Championship.

started off very fast, with the first
goal scored by Ervin Mendel
(Outrigues) in the first fifteen seconds
of the game. The game continued at
this exciting pace.
Both teams
revealed excellent soccer skills as they
dribbled and passed the ball very
strategically.
However, when the game ended,
the final score was 4-2 in the
Outrigues' favor. The championship
of the indoor soccer tournament
men's division, then was awarded to
the Outrigues,. captained by D'
Angelo, with co-captain Pedro
Bustamante, and team members
Marcelo Hildebrandt, Gabriel
Hildebrandt, Jim McPherson, Ervin
Mendel, Miguel Moritani, and
Enrique Hernandez.
The up and coming event in In
tramural is Co-Rec volleyball, which
starts Nov. 2.

STANLEY H. KAPLAN

p/tj
'

14-12. The champion "B" Division
team consisted of team captain
O'Connor and team members Rob
Mullen, Scott Wenborn, Gary
Alegre, Mike Pauletich, Dan
Charlton, Bob Michel, Peter
Morgan, Loel Heupel,
Dan
McRoskey, Jeff Streblow, Brian Lee,
Sennet Brown, Jerry Baker, and
Craig Glick.
Going into the playoffs, Betty
Boops (Eiselen) and John B. Tigger
Tails fought it out for the Powder
Puff Championshiop. The victor of
that game was Betty Boops.
Captain of the winning team was
Laura Kuhn, with co-captain Karen
Venegas-Hoffman, and team mem
bers Sandy Kline, Gail Sutherland,

For Over 40 Years The Standard of
Excellence In Test Preparation.

**^3

N.Eldorado
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PCAT * OCR! • VAT * MAT * SAT
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Permanent Centers open days, evenings and
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• EDUCATIONAL
CENTER

TEST PREPARATION
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J

football

weekends.
Low hourly cost. Dedicated full-time staff.
Complete TEST-n-TAPEsm facilities for review of
class lessons and suDolementarv materials.
Opportunity to make up missed lessons.
Voluminous home-study materials constantly
updated by researchers expert in their field.
Opportunity to transfer to and continue study at

SAN FRANCISCO (415) 433-1763
1 Security Pacific PI. 94108

BERKELEY (415) 849-4044
64 Shattuck Square 94704

PALO ALTO (415) 327-0841
499 Hamilton Ave. 94301

DAVIS (916) 753-4800
204 F Street 95616

OUTSIDE N.Y. STATE CALL TOLL FREE: 800-223-1782

Dana Donahue, Erick Roebuck, Ron
Martin, Rainey Meszaros, Renee St.
Denis and Brian Johnson for of
ficiating the Flag Football Games.
The indoor soccer tournament,
which started Oct. 19, came to an end
last Wednesday. Twelve teams en
tered in the men's division, and four
teams entered in the women's
division.
The women's teams were
W.W.W. (The Wild Women of Wer
ner), the Zebras from Jessie Ballantyne, the K.A. team from Eiselen,
and the Ritter Critter I team.
The Zebras from Jessie Ballantyne took the championship with a 30 record. The team was captained by
Jeanine Muzzio, and team members
were Deanne Slusner, Lori Summer-

STUDENTS

Insurance costs too high?

low rates for qualified students
call or corr.e in for a quote
Dutcher
Insurance
4422 N. Pershing
Stockton, Ca. 95207

BUDGET
PAYMENTS

478-2450
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Big Sky over USC, UCLA at
UOP Autumn Invitational
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By Kevin Coombs

2S

Staff Writer

Weber State University, a part of
the Big Sky Golf Conference,
i^Tjcoh0) ri restrictions
defeated UCLA and USC in the
verytlg
a
Pacific Autumn Invitational this
V thai .
week, by setting a new team record
score of 1076. Jay Delsing, UCLA
fe
hired the
und
captured his third tournament in
"' Helms10 d°he ad„„
dividual victory this year by shooting
, ^ork f0 ieSt they »r
a five under par 308, three strokes
better than Greg Whisman of Weber
"'ted aS pre£ a 'well-kn°v
State.
^debauchery;
Oral Roberts set the previous
record last year at Woodbridge Coun
had compim
try Club with a 1081 total. Weber's
When jKflCk to Judy Cnan
rounds of 355 (even par), 358 and 363
overcame a first-round three-stroke
deficit to USC's 352. A mediocre
second round of 366 and bad third
round of 385, partly due to the windy
coaches. The defense couldn't stop
The Tiger defense calls time out and
and rainy conditions of the third
Bulldogs passing game though, as Fresno
round, dropped the Trojans into
comes to the sidelines to confer with
flrined bv Pacific 30-27.
third. Solid play by UCLA gave them
the runner-up position, with rounds
FOOTBALL(from page 10)
changes will be made against.,,
of 358, 357 and 364 for 1079.
and has the lowest interception per
ton's passing game. Free safety!
Pacific Orange (first team) down, earning offensive player-of- centage in league. Miller s record
Shibata will move to right com
played consistently well to capture the-week honors. He leads the team shows 42 passes thrown without being
By Lisa IopP»ni
back, and Kevin Greene will return
seventh place, with rounds of 375, with a 17-yard per catch average, and picked off; he has had just one pass
andKenBergeson
free safety. Also, the Tigers mays
372, and 373 for the 1120 total. The is currently ranked No. 9 on UOP's
all-time pass-catching chart, with 62 stolen in his last 103.
Stiff Writers
a switch at defensive tackle ij
Black (second team) played well,
"I was really happy with our
sophomore Cary Smith moving tot
liritual awakening
shooting 1161. The highlight ot the receptions.
Senior quarterback Harley two-point conversion attempts," says
tournament came when they beat
tackle
with
Ken
DeShano.
Fresh®
"^..f^day^and
over the pas
pl?c® 1?due to evangelists hk
Miller is approaching UOP's all-time Toledo. The Tigers completed all
Stanford in the third round.
Kelly
Stewart
will
till
in
at
ii|
top 10 list in completions. With a three of their two-point conversions.
Individual
scoring
was
tackle.
or Oral Roberts It
"Our offense had onei ofj oAmp
their
total U1
of 143,
Miller livvUo
needs juai
just 13 more
lOLdl
ltj) iVllllvl
dominated by comebacks in rounds
"I hope that we can wget anoth |y Graham
It
p
c
K N13sicrs
to catch up to Tom Flores. Senior best games, but the defense had some
two and three. Only two of the firstemotional game," concludesToldt <!otheJ;„rh being printed tod
Grayson Rogers is in ninth place with problems," said Harmon.
round leaders remained in the top five
Freshman Kevin Freud**'.^"spiritual
Freudentl :!f"M
works, yet it ij
157, and sophomore Sander Markel is haven't seen many passing attacks
after 54 holes: Greg Whisman and
was
chosen
as
w.wv..
special teams p£| H g , •
being repeated ovt
and
Fresno
threw
the
ball
well."
the overall leader with 242.
Storm Gliem of Weber.
>a"'v
of-the-week for
^
ot-the-week
tor his
nis outstanding p^«same
•
back two to thi
To alleviate some of that
Miller is currently ranked third
Delsing's victory was highlighted
over
formance on punt coverage.
f
's
pressure
this
week,
some
defensive
in the PCAA in passing efficiency,
by a 65 for his second round. Rounds
of 73 and 70 surrounded the 65, to
:
give him a 208 total. Whisman had a
tough time in round two; but 68-73VOLLEYBALL(from page 11)
70 for a 211 was good for second
her ankle. She will be out
place. Scott Taylor, USF, came back
definitely.
in rounds two and three for his 212
By Paul Vakay
Pacific faces Fresno State
total, 75-69-68, and third.
Staff Writer
home on Monday and has five leap
In fourth place at 213 was Joel
Martin Wood photo
games remaining.
remaining
Kranz, Weber, 73-70-70. Gliem, 70, 'The ll-person committee u
I love the position we areii
,alc ,
Covdl Co„e
73-71, was tied with Pacific's Ken
r» onntrnl
...
We can
control r\iir
our r\\i/n
own rlpctinvflil
destiny as i |nlved
>(
Earle, 74-70-70, at 214 and fifth.
in a debate concernini
as league goes," said Liskevych i recruiting of Elbert Covell »tu
Sophomore Ken Earls tied for the fifth lowest individual score Kevin Orona, Pacific, also placed in
with 214 in UOP's Autumn Invitational this week held at the top ten.
lis.
Pleased with its performance,
The special committee, whicl
Stockton Golf and Country Club. Here, Earle chips from
Pacific is now at Stanford for the
wists of Chairman Clifford Hand
behind a bunker.
Stanford Invitational where a top-ten
See deans of various colleges, thrc
finish is the goal.
ally members, three students an

^
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Sports Briefs

Benefit run
A benefit run for Stockton
State Hospital will be held Nov. 7.
The proceeds will be used to buy
special Olympics uniforms for this
coming year's events.
The run will start at 9:30 a.m.
from Rax Roast Beef, 2505 March
Lane. Runners may register on the
day of the race for $3.
Entry forms may be picked up
at Fleet Feet and Rax Roast Beef,
Stockton or Lodi stores, or call
(209) 948-7107.

Soccer
The men's soccer team
traveled to Humboldt Sunday for a
non-league contest. The Tigers
lost in the last minutes when Hum
boldt scored, going ahead 2-1.
Thfeir league record now stan
ds at 0-6 and overall they're 2-13-1.
Pacific's next game is Nov. 4
in Turlock against Stanislaus State
at 3 p.m.

NCAA Volleyball Poll *o administrators, is divided ovt
(as of October 27) "issue of student admission*
1. Hawaii
2. UCLA
3. Cal Poly
4. BYU
5. San Diego State
6. UOP
7. UCSB
8. USC
9. Stanford
10. Penn State
11. Arizona
12. Nebraska
13. Purdue
14. Texas A & M
15. Northwestern
16. Arizona State
17. Wyoming
18. Kentucky
19. New Mexico
20. Illinois State

Field hockey
Wednesday the UOP women's
field hockey team fell short to UC
Davis 3-2.
Both Pacific goals were
scored by Laryl Belles with assists
from Nance Mercado and Roni
Aguilar.
Tuesday the Lady Tigers
travel to Berkeley to play Cal at 3
p.m.
UOP's overall record is now
9-8-2.

Malone's of St. Mark's
Presents

"AN EVENING AT THE HILTON"
DINNER—FASHIONS—DANCING
Saturday, November 14,1981 - Delta Ball Room
Stockton Hilton-2323 Grand Canal Blvd.
Cocktails 7P.M.-Dinner 8 P.M.-Fashions 9:15 P.M.
Dancing 'Til 1:00 A.M.

INTRODUCING
Fashion Designers of San Joaquin County
Ladies Fashions Designed Especially for This Show
Men's Fashions by Malone's of St. Mark's
Formal Wear by California Clothiers
Tickets and Reservations - 951-9673
Malone's of St. Marks-1503 St. Mark's Plaza
$25.00 per person
Seating arrangement as reservations received

Music by Charles E. Richardson
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Drew Hnjtn photos

Freshman Robin Burns tries to slam one past opponents in a
recent volleyball match. Pacific now has a 35 leaque win
streak.

Water polo gets back on winning trft
host San Francisco State tock
—

—

By Brian Ladd
Staff Writer

The UOP water polo team got
back on the winning track last
weekend with victories over Cal Poly
San Luis Obispo and Fresno State.
The Fresno State game saw the
Tigers, for one of the few times this
season, come back from a 6-3 deficit
in the second quarter and end up vic
torious, 12-9. The poloists scored
nine goals to Fresno's five in the
second and third quarters to make the
difference in the victory.
This also marked the first time
that the Tiger poloists have defeated
Fresno State in three years. The
Tigers had lost earlier this season to
the Bulldogs in the championship
game of the Clovis Tournament, 8-6
Freshman Mike Haley led all
Tiger scoring with four goals
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<fnever forget my first UOP football
during my freshman year. I paid little
. „ to the game, because the real action
Sg on m the stands. Numerous °n.
!
were outrageously drunk; stumlttie aisles, babbling incoherently, and
It was quite a
up on themselves.
n0t unlike the crowd at an AC-DC
I remember thinking, "There
be a rule to keep people from doing

0ctober30, 1981

Another decision without
reason: The Alcohol Policy
Mark Le Bien

themselves."

$11, it came to Pass th&t the campus
jeers made a proclamation: no more
ing at football games A
j^qW it i® tour years later, and I haven't
[0 a football game since I was a freshs0 J wouldn't know if people are taking
But I do
j0n-drinking rule seriously.
that the administration is intensifying
j-alcohol crusade.
^st week the Student Life Committee
an Alcohol Beverage Policy which imsome very tight restrictions on drinking
"UOP. h seems that a while back, the
#inittee hired the Rev. Jerry Falwell and
Jesse Helms to do some undercover conthe administration,
ng work for
uised as preppies, they infiltrated the
fGreek system, a well-known haven for
I jhenness and debauchery.
When they had completed their mission,
reported back to Judy Chambers.
Sister, you must restrict alcohol conc<**in't

sumption at UOP," they told her. "If this
vice is left unchecked, the university will sink
into an abyss ot drug abuse, perversity, and
ungodliness."
The Office of Student Life was shaken
by this scenario, so they set about
formulating a drinking policy designed to
save UOP from the grips of "demon
alcohol.
Their Alcohol Beverage Policy is
now awaiting the approval of Cliff Hand and
the Board of Regents. If they give it the goahead, which is likely, it may be instituted in
time for the spring semester.
Now, I will be the first to say that this
school should have some limitations on
drinking, if only to protect the hearty partiers
and non-drinkers from drunken lightweights.
I am sure we would all agree that there is
nothing more pathetic than an inexperienced
drinker, hopelessly wasted, falling down and
drooling on people, ruining an otherwise
delightful social event. These fools have no

excuse, and I applaud any rule that comes
down hard on them.
But Judy Chambers and Co. have gone
too far. The new policy places unusually harsh
constrictions on events that customarily
feature some form of drinking. The policy is
especially hard on open parties at fraternities.
I must admit that I have nothing at stake
here. I am not in a fraternity, and I avoid the
frat parties like the plague. But I think an
important aspect of campus social life is
being threatened.
Whether you like them or not, open frat
parties are the only large-scale, routine social
events that go on around here. Besides that,
they're an American institution, a traditional
feature of college life.
The new policy has the following
stipulations: a frat can hold an open party
only once a semester, only on a Friday or
Saturday night; the Office of Student Life
has the right to limit the size of the party;
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"drinking monitors" (who will also
distribute milk and graham crackers) must be
at the party, one for every fifty guests; the
frat must pay for special police or security of
ficers, provided by the Department of Public
Safety, to chaperone the party.
I doubt that I am the only one who
would like to know the motives behind such a
radical alcohol policy. A fair amount of par
tying goes on at this school, but I have never
heard an administrator express anxiety about
it getting out of hand. I have never seen any
reports on a drinking problem at UOP. Is
there drunken vandalism going on around
here? Car accidents caused by drinking?
Bizarre, alcoholic behavior in classrooms?
My question for the Office of Student
Life is: Why are you doing this? The only
explanation I have come across was given by
Dean Bill Barr in a Pacifican article last
Friday, in which he said, "UOP has been the
only private school in California not to have
any firm alcohol policy." So what. Is the
sole purpose of this policy to help the school
"Keep up with the Joneses?"
If there are facts to show that UOP has a
need for more restrictions on drinking, then I
am willing to look at the new policy objec
tively. But, for the moment, I think we can
count this as another example of the ad
ministration making a significant decision
without giving students any solid reason for
doing so.

laid-back inner guidance try Eckankar
By Lisa Ioppini
and Ken Bergeson
SUff Writers
The great spiritual awakening
IL place today and over the past
years is not due to evangelists like
|Graham or Oral Roberts. It is
ito the ECK Masters. It seems
Uso much being printed today
Ming the spiritual works, yet it is
same thing being repeated over
over, going back two to three

will

By Paul Vakay
Staff Writer

The 11-person committee to
twElbert Covell College's fate is
ovi - destiny**lved in a debate concerning
' aid Liskevydt recruiting of Elbert Covell stuThe special committee, which
lists of Chairman Clifford Hand,
«deans of various colleges, three
ity members, three students and
1 'administrators, is divided over
NCAA-—• ,71 issue of student admissions to

of Octo^271
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These cuts would be in ad5'®n to the substantial cuts in
®S|c Grants, National Direct
. "dent Loans.
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Qent Loans and Social Secur-
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Elbert Covell.
Covell's Dean, Gaylon Caldwell,
feels student recruiting has been
stifled due to campus "pressure."
"We feel pressured," Caldwell
said. "Students were told, several
years ago, that Covell was going to be
closed."
Jean Longmire, faculty member
of Elbert Covell, feels the Spanishspeaking Covell should be more
publicized, since it is a bilingual
college in a bilingual state. "Why
aren't we attracting the number of

More financial aid cuts expected?

The United States Senate Ap|priations Committee is planto take action on 1982-83
Ijj fcral student financial aid fun'"g by Nov. 9.
The Apr°Priations Subcommittee on
fjjw, Health, Education and
Ware is expected to recommend
full committee drastic cuts in
lli J*1'to students.

UOP

Most of you have seen posters
for Eckankar around campus, and
have wondered what it is exactly. At

a small meeting last Monday night,
Eckankar was explained by Donna, a
UOP ECKist, as "a way of living life
to its fullest, through realization of
one's inner self," i.e. developing a
relationship with God (known as
Sugmad to ECKists) through in
dividual awareness.
Eckankar is said, by followers,
to be the oldest religious teaching in
all the world, passed down by word
of mouth for centuries. Finally in

1965, ECK Master Peddar Zaskq (Sri
Paul Twitchell) set down in words the
basic theory of Eckankarism.
Worldwide following is presently
estimated at between 3,000 to 4,000
people.
The essence of the ancient ECK
teachings can be reduced to three
basic principles:
1) Soul is eternal. It has no
beginning nor ending.
2) Whosoever travels the high
path of ECK always dwells in the

ovell Students claim shoddy recruiting

be

Fresno W
indhasM
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thousand years of history. Man must
learn to leave the past in the past and
live now by the spiritual laws of the
ECK Masters and the teachings ot
ECK, which is spirit."
Sri Darwin Gross,
former ECK Master
(Your Right to Know, c. 1979, IWP
Publications)

naye concerns in this area may
. to send telegrams to their
Senators as well as to the two
ators who head the committees
'"tg with the appropriations:

1) Senator Mark O. Hatfield,
Chair Senate Committee on Ap
propriations, Washington, D.C.
20510
2) Senator Harrison Schmit,
Chair Senate Appropriations Sub
committee on Labor, Health,
Education and Welfare, Wash
ington, D.C. 20510
State senators may be contac
ted by writing the senator's name
with the address: Washington,
D.C. 20510.
The California
senators are Alan Cranston and
S.I. Hayakawa.
Cuts already m effect will
result in reductions in total federal
financial aid to UOP students of
over one-half million dollars in the
current year. The further cuts
being considered, if enacted, will
reduce federal funding even fur
ther next year.

people we should be attracting?" She
questioned.
Student committee members
Luis Breuer, Pam Stanley and Nancy
Wayne asked new Covell students
about recruiting. The responses were
almost unanimous.
"Admissions gave Elbert Covell
freshman pamphlets instead of
talking to them," Stanley said.
But when informed of Elbert
Covell's contentions, Gary Hoover of
the Office of Admissions called such
statements "malicious."
Although there are no high
school classroom visits scheduled for
this year, Hoover feels that the Ad
missions Office does an efficient job
of recruiting. "It (Covell) is in every
piece of material we send out. You
cannot get an application without
men tion of Flhert Covell," he said.
Hoover also mentioned an
Elbert Covell day on campus, past
recruiting trips to Arizona, and six

weeks in Latin America this year, as
just a few of the recruiting tasks with
which he is involved.
"It is simply not true that Elbert
Covell is slided over," Hoover added.
"Every time we know the back
ground is there, we try to tell the
student about Elbert Covell."
Although people associated with
Covell recruit very strenuously,
Hoover thinks another problem faces
the college's drawing power.
"People are not attracted to
Elbert Covell as much as Elbert
Covell people think," Hoover noted.
"They see limited offerings compared
to other institutions."
The reviewing committee is
working hard to resolve all problems
and conflicts by the proposed Dec. 1
deadline.
At that time, Chairman Hand
would like to have concrete findings
to report to President McCaffrey.

spiritual planes.
3) Soul lives in the present. It
has no past and no future, but always
lives in the present.
Eckankar stresses its natural
and direct path to God (Sugmad)
through inner vision. Followers of
ECK, therefore, consider use of caffine, cigarettes, alcohol, and drugs as
impediments to that vision. Sex
before marriage is viewed as un
desirable because it is giving into self
indulgence which would cloud one's
visions. Clearly, Eckankar is not
designed for everyone, although
ECKists do say that the pursuits of
these previously mentioned items is
not strictly forbidden, in regard to
respect for the individual.
One of ECK's main beliefs is
that we act in five bodies: the
physical, the emotional, the intellec
tual, the sub-conscious, and the soul.
The soul
is what operates the

ASTIGMATISM?
Have you been told that you cannot wear soft
contact lenses because you have astigmatism?
There is currently available a lens which
most people with astigmatism can wear successfully.
What is astigmatism? It is not a disease. It
is a slightly irregularly shaped eye which may
cause blurred vision and headaches.
Only an eye care professional can determine if
you have astigmatism and whether astigmatic soft
contact lenses are for you.
Our office is dedicated to quality professional
care and service for all our patients.

Winter Term Travel
Please be advised that APR 193epsi Island and Marine
Ecosystems may also be taken as a Biology class. Contact the
Biology Dept. for more information. There are seven openings
left in this class.

STEPHEN L. POLLACK, O.D.
Doctor of Optometry

Students and faculty are cordially invited to use
their I.D. for 20percent courtesy on materials.
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2nd Prize Weekend For Two In Napa Valley
3rd Prize - Hot Air Balloon Ride
plus Drawings For Brunch 8. Dinner In Chez Pierre
And A Weekend For Two At The Hilton

AT DICK UROST'S SEXILYF ANTASTIC

Live

V
IN HOMELAND. CALIFORNIA (75 MILES SOUTH OF LAI
SEND FOR YOUR FR^E MEMBERSHIP CARD AND FREE COLORFUL
BROCHURE BY MAILING VOUR COMPLETED COUPON BELOW TO
NAKED CITY/LOS ANGELES, BOX ?000, HOME LAND, CA9? 348
(AND DON'T FORGET TO SEE "MS NUDE CALIFORNIA" ON NOV 7TH)

f Mail coupon today.
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Entertainment By: "Caught In The Act"

951-2020

HOW TO GET A
FREE MEMBERSHIP

Costume Party at the
Stockton Hilton

October 31, 1981
9:00 P.M. - 1:00 A.M.
f REE WITCH'S BREW & $1.00 SHOOTERS

HOURSBY
APPOINTMENT

1701W. March Lane
Suite A
Stockton

$ 100.00 Cash Prizej
to1

machinery of our inner being and
translates all to the spiritual level.
Eckankar emphasizes the impor
tance of the individual. Nothing is
banned; nothing is forced. For a
spiritual group, it is extremely laid
back. Abortion, birth control,
homosexuality, and divorce are all
accepted as it is considered the in
dividual's own choice.
Eckankar considers itself a
spiritual, semi-religious group.
Member Uli, an ECKist for the past
eight years, and the one mainly
responsible for introducing ECK to
the UOP campus, stresses the fact
that Eckankar does not conflict with
any religious beliefs whatsoever.
Members are free to choose the
denomination of their choice.
If you're interested in laid-back
inner guidance, Eckankar has mon
thly meetings which are well
publicized in advance.
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HEWLETT-PACKARD'S FULL-LINE OF
PROFESSIONAL PROBLEM-SOLVERS.

For Business...For Science...For Engineering

SOVD

REG

Discover the HP-11C Advanced Scientific
Programmable. For quick answers to your
problems in science, math, or engineering,
depend on its:
• Programming Capability
• Extensive Scientific Function Set
• Continuous Memory
• Rugged Construction

HEWLETT
PACKARD

PRE El

Compound Interest, Bond Yields, Deprecia
tion, and more... at the touch of a key.
PLUS
• Shirt-Pocket Portability
• Programming Power
• Continuous Memory
• Dependable Performance
• From Hewlett-Packard!

HEWLETT
PACKARD

HP 41cv
THE MOST POWERFUL
PERSONAL CALCULATOR
HEWLETT-PACKARD HAS
YET DESIGNED. IT
CAN EASILY HANDLE
MASSES OF DATA TO
SOLVE BIG PROBLEMS
QUICKLY-FROM STOCK
& BOND EVALUATION TO
ENGINEERING DESIGN.
WE CARRY A FULL
LINE OF ACCESSORIES
FOR HEWLETT-PACKARD S H A R P
AND TEXAS INSTRUMFMT r
n aTQRSI
MODEL EL-5102
FINANCIAL CALCULATOR WITH
PROGRAMMABILITY

TEXAS INSTRUMENTS
INCORPORATED

SHARP ELECTRONICS CORPORATION

• 16-digit Dot-Matrix LCD
• 6 Data Memories
• 48-Step Programmability
• Playback (Direct Formula Entry).
• Business/Financial Functions:
1) Compound interest
2) Amortization
3) Discounted cash flow analysis
4) Days calculation
5) Statistics including Linear
Regression/Linear Estimates
• Power Source: Alkaline Manganese
Battery (LR - 44) x 3 - approx. 400 hours
• Includes handsome hard case.
• Instruction/Application manual.
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